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The Joseon Dynasty, ruled by an unbroken line of 27 kings from 1392 to 1910, was a time of great cultural development for the Korean nation. As with any royal dynasty, some kings were better than others, and the foreign invasions of the 16th and 17th centuries were an especially difficult time for the kingdom. Taken as a whole, however, the Joseon Dynasty provided Korea with five centuries of political and social stability, which in turn allowed for great cultural development. It was during this dynasty that many aspects of what is now considered Korean traditional culture—Confucianism in particular—took root and flowered.

This book will examine three of the better-known areas of Joseon cultural heritage: Seoul’s royal palaces, the Joseon royal tombs, and the Annals of the Joseon Dynasty. Each of these treasures, deeply imbued with Joseon’s Confucian culture, reveals unique aspects about the kingdom and its legacy.

Standing in the heart of Seoul’s old downtown—which itself still largely follows the original plans set down by King Taejo when he established his new royal capital in 1394—the five royal palaces are
more than just buildings; they are architectural expressions of Joseon society and its ruling philosophy. The oldest and the largest, Gyeongbokgung, is one of the city’s most recognizable landmarks, but even it cannot hold a candle to its slightly younger brother, the exquisite Changdeokgung, a UNESCO World Heritage Site and the pinnacle of Korean traditional architecture and landscaping.

The royal tombs of the Joseon Dynasty—40 final resting places of Joseon kings and queens scattered about 18 locations in Seoul and the surrounding province of Gyeonggi-do—are unique in their completeness. Through their layout, location and motifs shed much light on the world view shared by the kings of Joseon and their subjects.

Finally, the *Annals of the Joseon Dynasty*, which have experienced a dramatic history, especially over the last century. These records are unequalled in their richness as a source of historical and cultural information about Korean history. With technology providing greater public access to these priceless documents in recent years, the *Annals* have even begun to provide inspiration to the artists of today.
“Palace architecture is a unique form of architecture that defines what Korean architecture is.... The palaces are a mini-museum of Korean architecture and landscaping.”

Robert J. Fouser
associate professor, Seoul National University
Over the course of Korea’s 5,000-year history, the Joseon Dynasty (1392–1910) has stood at the forefront of Korean culture, especially in terms of the brilliance of its royal culture. Indeed, the royal palaces of this era are among the country’s most cherished national treasures and cultural relics.

A palace is the king’s home. But the “palace” concept, as seen from the historical documents of the Joseon Dynasty, is much broader; it includes the places where the king resided, where he lived before he became king, and where he stayed while traveling the country, and even the shrine built for royal ancestors. There are five official Joseon palaces where the king resided and conducted formal business: Gyeongbokgung, Changdeokgung, Changgyeonggung, Gyeonghuigung, and Deoksugung (or Gyeongungung). But it was only for about a single decade that all five of these palaces existed at the same time.
Gyeongbokgung, Changdeokgung, and Changgyeonggung (an annex to Changdeokgung) served as the primary palaces prior to the Japanese invasion of Korea in 1952, while Changdeokgung, Changgyeonggung, and Gyeonghuigung became the main palaces thereafter. Deoksugung was not really a Joseon palace, but an expansion built in preparation for the proclamation of the Deahan Empire in 1897.

Although several Joseon Dynasty palaces remain intact, Gyeongbokgung is especially noteworthy. Originally built in 1395, it served as the first and primary palace of the Joseon Dynasty. The main gate faced the Yukjogeori (“Six Ministry Avenue,” today’s Sejong-ro), while to the rear of the palace stood Mt. Bugaksan and Mt. Inwangsan, making it an ideal site in terms of feng shui (pungsu in Korean) principles as well as its picturesque natural scenery. As
the primary palace of the Joseon Dynasty, it stood as the foremost symbol of Joseon royal authority, while the name of each building reflects the founding spirit of the dynasty.

**Foundation of the Joseon Dynasty**

After 475 years of history, the final curtain fell on the Goryeo Dynasty in the summer of 1392 with the founding of Joseon. The new dynasty was founded through an alliance between newly emerged literati, who adhered to Neo-Confucianism, and the military officer Yi Seong-gye. Among the decisions that needed to be made by the new leadership, Yi Seong-gye first sought to leave the Goryeo capital of Gaegyeong (today’s Gaeseong in North Korea) and find a new site for the capital. With the help of some of the finest feng shui experts in the land—including his friend and close
advisor, the Buddhist monk Muhak—he set about finding a suitable location for the new city.

Many were opposed to the idea of relocating the capital, however. Even those who had played leading roles in founding the new nation did not approve of selecting a new capital, and the controversy lingered for about two years. In the end, the site selected for the capital of Joseon was Hanyang, which had been built as Goryeo’s southern capital in the early 12th century. Known today as Seoul, Hanyang was situated on the north bank of the Hangang River, in a basin ringed by mountains. With a river flowing east-west to the south and mountains surrounding it to the north, the location was ideal in feng shui terms.
After deciding to relocate the capital, Yi Seong-gye hastened to make the move even before the requisite facilities could be built in Hanyang. The royal palace of Gyeongbokgung, the royal ancestral shrine of Jongmyo, and the national altar of Sajik were completed in 1395, about one year after the capital’s move, while other facilities were built in subsequent years. Due to this hasty relocation and construction of facilities, the general appearance of Hanyang (or Hanseong, as it was renamed the following year) came to resemble that of the Goryeo capital of Gaegyeong. The Gyeongbokgung site was situated at almost the same location as Goryeo’s southern capital, in front of Mt. Bugaksan: Gyeongbokgung was simply built a little farther south.

Traditionally, when the Korean dynasties of Goryeo and Joseon selected a capital site, geographical features such as the surrounding mountains were of the utmost importance. Sites were selected in which the mountains formed axes of the capital area, such that the city wall was built to take advantage of the natural topography.
Taejo, the First King of Joseon

The founder of the Joseon Dynasty was born in 1335 as Yi Seong-gye in Hamheung, a coastal city in what is now North Korea. Yi, the son of a minor official, joined the army and went on to become a general, gaining a reputation as a capable military commander. As the Goryeo Dynasty neared its end, the kingdom was beset with raids and invasions by Japanese pirates and the Chinese Red Turbans. Yi and fellow general Choe Yeong proved effective in beating back these attacks, and their power and influence grew.

In 1368, the Ming finally overthrew the Mongol-dominated Yuan Dynasty in China. In 1388, the Ming demanded that Goguryeo transfer to China large parts of northern Korea; in retaliation, King U of Goryeo set in motion an invasion of parts of Manchuria claimed by his kingdom. Put in command of the invasion force, Yi marched his forces north. Just before crossing the border, however, Yi rebelled, leading his troops south to seize the royal capital of Gaeseong. After placing several puppet kings on the throne, Yi finally took the throne for himself in 1392, adopting the royal name King Taejo and bringing the Goryeo Dynasty to a close.

Allying himself with Confucian reformers like Jeong Do-jeon who wished to transform the kingdom along Confucian lines, Taejo and his court set about turning the new Joseon Dynasty into a model Confucian state, led by a king and a court composed of Confucian scholar-officials. He established a new capital where the new dynasty could develop free from the trappings of the old regime. Although Taejo reigned for only six years, the dynasty he founded lasted over five centuries.
Because of this, most Korean cities are not as symmetrical in layout as those of China or Japan, where ancient fortress towns were built along a grid pattern. In those countries, it was typical for palaces to be located in the center of the city or slightly northward. In contrast, Joseon’s primary palace of Gyeongbokgung was situated in the western section of an irregularly shaped city at the base of Mt. Bugaksan. This outcome was the product of feng shui, a system of geomancy principles for identifying auspicious sites. In contrast with other Joseon palaces, however, Gyeongbokgung was built on flat terrain that enabled an orderly building layout within the grounds.

**Significance of Gyeongbokgung**

The Joseon Dynasty adopted the principles of Neo-Confucianism, which valued the overall good of humankind and its correspondence with ethical principles of nature. More importantly, Neo-Confucianism focused on spiritual matters such as the morality of humanity, rather than worrying about external appearances. The legitimacy of royal authority was based on the morality and fairness of the king’s rule, not on the power he possessed. As such, the palace where the king resided had to convey a sense of dignity; an overly ostentatious palace, however, would be undesirable since this might suggest the king was suppressing his people. To achieve an appropriate balance, the palaces of Joseon feature a more restrained appearance compared to those of other countries in the region—symbolizing the distinctive spirit and character of Joseon.

The site of Gyeongbokgung was selected by Jeong Do-jeon, a Neo-Confucian scholar and court official who also created names for the palace and each of its buildings to express the ideals that the Joseon rulers should pursue. The three primary buildings of Gyeongbokgung are Gangnyeongjeon, the king’s chamber;
Sajeongjeon, the council hall; and Geunjeongjeon, the throne hall.

With the Gangnyeongjeon (康寧殿) chamber, where the king slept, Jeong Do-jeon sought to create an atmosphere that would allow the king to maintain a straightforward and peaceful state of mind. The name Gangnyeong (康寧) means “peace,” which is one of the five blessings. As such, Jeong hoped that the king would realize the five blessings through having a straightforward mind that would beget virtuous behavior. Because the king spent most of his time alone in the sleeping chamber, where it was easy for him to become distracted, it was all the more critical to assure that this environment would be conducive to a state of peacefulness.

“Faithfulness” and “a straightforward mind” are two of the eight principles outlined in the Confucian classic *The Great Learning*,
along with “in-depth study and understanding of worldly matters,” “ethical cultivation,” “family harmony,” “proper governance of the nation,” and “promotion of peace.” If the king’s sleeping chamber helped him to attain faithfulness and a straightforward mind, the king applied his knowledge at the Sajeongjeon (思政殿) council hall, where he met with court officials and attended special lectures. Jeong Do-jeon came up with the name Sajeongjeon, which means “Hall of Thoughtful Rule,” as a way of encouraging the king to think deeply about difficult matters and to make decisions based on sound reasoning. After all, “thought (思)” is the essence of political governance and education.

If the king cultivated faithfulness and a straightforward mind at the Gangnyeongjeon and applied his knowledge at the Sajeongjeon, then he would be able to rule in a forthright manner. Based on a proper morality, the king would be able to rule the nation effectively and promote peace at the Geunjeongjeon (勤政殿) throne hall. The name means “Hall of Diligent Rule,” but this was not intended as an admonition for the king to pursue diligence without a sense of direction. In this case, Jeong Do-jeon believed that such diligence called for the king to appoint virtuous and capable officials, who would be entrusted with administrative responsibilities so that he did not have to worry about insignificant details.

**Trials of Gyeongbokgung**

Ultimately, Jeong Do-jeon selected the name Gyeongbokgung (景福宮), which means “Palace of Shining Blessing,” to express a plea for the king to be an honorable ruler and for the dynasty’s royal succession to continue unbroken. As it turned out, Gyeongbokgung’s prestige would be undermined not long after its completion. After two uprisings over the matter of royal succession, the capital was
moved back to Gaegyeong and then later returned to Hanseong. Amid this turmoil, the new Changdeokgung was built to the east of Gyeongbokgung. Although Gyeongbokgung remained the official royal palace of Joseon, it was left unoccupied throughout the reign of King Taejong (r. 1400–1418), which eroded its previous stature.

During the reign of King Sejong (r. 1418–1450), a serious debate arose over the interpretation of feng shui principles. In particular,

---

**FENG SHUI**

Feng shui (風水, *pungsu* in Korean), which literally means “wind and water,” comes from the Chinese phrase *zang feng de shui*, or “block the wind and retain water.” In feng shui, an ideal site is surrounded by high and low mountains, with an entrance that opens south with a small stream in front of it—this principle is called *bei shan lin shui*, or “back to the mountain, facing the water.” Feng shui’s emphasis on natural geography is derived from people’s desire to be born into the richness of nature’s resources and to eventually return to nature for all eternity. Accordingly, in line with the etymology of feng shui, its principles are considered when selecting the site for a village, home, or grave.

After being introduced to Korea during the Three Kingdoms period, feng shui became prevalent from the late Silla period and continued through the Goryeo period as well as the Joseon period, when it coexisted with the state’s Confucian beliefs. Notable examples of its principles can be seen in the development of palace buildings and royal tombs.
there were those who claimed that the primary mountain of Hanseong should be the mountain near Changdeokgung rather than Mt. Bugaksan. This controversy was not merely a matter of the capital’s layout, since the adoption of another primary mountain would alter the meridians that were used in the original feng shui calculations. Moreover, this would raise questions about whether Gyeongbokgung was situated on an auspicious site. Although the government suppressed debate on this matter during the rule of King Sejong, the controversy reemerged after the Japanese invasion in 1592.

That invasion, which broke out 200 years after the nation’s founding, was an unprecedented war of epic scale and destruction. Gyeongbokgung and all the other palaces of Hanseong were burned to the ground. What could have been the reason for this extensive destruction of the country? Around this time, people wondered about the feng shui controversy over Mt. Bugaksan being the capital’s primary mountain, and whether this meant that the Gyeongbokgung site was actually not auspicious. Could this “miscalculation” have somehow contributed to the war’s heavy toll?

After repelling the Japanese invaders, efforts were undertaken to restore the palaces of Hanseong during the reign of Gwanghaegun (r. 1608–1623). Gyeongbokgung, however, was left in ruins and not rebuilt, supposedly due to the questions about the site’s auspicious nature. It is believed that Gwanghaegun had intended to restore Gyeongbokgung, but that work never got under way.
After being reduced to ashes during the Japanese invasions, Gyeongbokgung remained in rubble for over 200 years until a reconstruction project began in 1860. In spite of this neglect, various ceremonies were held on the Gyeongbokgung grounds during the 18th century by the Joseon kings as a way of paying tribute to the dynasty’s founders, which served to revive the palace’s standing as a prominent symbol of the royal authority of Joseon and its founders.

When King Gojong assumed the throne, his father, the Prince Regent Heungseon Daewongun, initiated a grand plan to restore the dignity and authority of the royal throne in 1865, which had been eroded during the 19th century. Accordingly, Gyeongbokgung was restored during Gojong’s reign (r. 1863–1907). The original layout was retained in general, but the new palace was larger and included
more buildings. Prior to Gojong’s declaration in 1870, under which he was designated the ruler of the nation (superseding his father’s regency), Gojong had built another complex, the Geoncheonggung, in the rear of the palace. But in 1895, while Gojong and his queen were residing at Geoncheonggung, Japanese agents assassinated the queen. In a flurry of events that would change the course of Korea’s political history, Gojong took refuge at the Russian Legation and proclaimed the founding of the Daehan Empire, thereby ending Gyeongbokgung’s role as the main Joseon palace.

After Korea became a colony of Japan (1910–1945), the Japanese authorities wrought serious damage to Gyeongbokgung in an effort to demonstrate their imperial power. Numerous buildings and features of the palace were demolished. The crowning blow came in 1920, when the office of the Japanese Government General was built directly in front of the Gyeongbokgung throne hall. Having long symbolized the royal authority of Joseon, Gyeongbokgung was now overshadowed.

After Korea’s liberation in 1945, there were calls for the removal of the former Government General Building, which served as a painful reminder of Japan’s colonial rule. Resolution would have to wait until the 1990s, however. During this time, a “Set History Right” movement took hold in Korea as an effort to enhance the people’s understanding of the Japanese colonial period and to bolster Korea’s national pride. Plans for the restoration of Gyeongbokgung were an integral aspect of these efforts.

But even the demolition of the Japanese Government General Building, which enabled the Gyeongbokgung restoration to get under way, was not free of controversy. In the end, however, calls to restore Gyeongbokgung to its former glory won out. The palace embodies the spirit of the Joseon founders and has stood for some 500 years as an enduring symbol of the Joseon Dynasty.
The Japanese Government General Building

For decades, one of the largest, most imposing buildings in Seoul was the Japanese Government General Building, a massive colonial edifice erected on the grounds of Gyeongbokgung between 1916 and 1926. To make way for the building, much of Gyeongbokgung was destroyed; so wanton was the destruction that it troubled even Japanese intellectuals. The building dwarfed its surroundings, blocking the view of Gyeongbokgung from downtown Seoul. As a symbol of colonial domination, it was unmatched.

After Korea’s liberation from Japanese colonial rule in 1945, the old Government General Building became Korea’s national parliament building. Later, a new parliament building was erected, and the building was renovated for use as the National Museum. In 1993, then-President Kim Young-sam ordered the building demolished.

From the outset, however, the matter of disposal of the former Government General Building remained. Opinions were split over whether it should be demolished or retained. One side argued that it should be demolished as a vestige of Japanese colonialism, while the other contended that in spite of Korea’s painful history of defeat and disgrace, it was an important historical structure that should be relocated and preserved. This controversy raged on until the government announced its decision to have the building dismantled.

On August 15, 1995, while the country was marking the 50th anniversary of Korea’s liberation from Japan, the government removed the spire that stood atop the building’s central dome—a symbolic gesture to close this dark chapter of Korea’s past. By December 1996, the Japanese Government General Building was fully demolished and forever lost to history.
Broadly speaking, Gyeongbokgung can be divided into an “outer palace” where politics was conducted; an “inner palace” where the royal family lived; and a rear garden, which was used as a place of rest and leisure. In particular, the outer and inner palace areas are placed on a north-south axis based on Gwanghwamun, and the annexes attached to the main halls exhibit right-left symmetry. The buildings outside the heart of the palace, however, are arranged in an asymmetrical fashion, conveying a beauty of both consistency and transformation.

The Outer Palace

Gateway to the Palace: Gwanghwamun

As we pass through the gate of Gwanghwamun and enter Gyeongbokgung, we may well forget that we have just been
standing amid a forest of buildings in the city center. Thus begins our journey back in time to the Joseon Dynasty.

The newly restored gate of Gwanghwamun is stately and elegant, with a gently curved eave line that brings to mind a graceful bird in flight. The three high-arched gateways within the stonework are attractive as well. With views of Heungnyemun and Mt. Bugaksan visible through the arched gateways, Gyeongbokgung can again show off its true face. The gateways are positioned in the stone base, above which rises a two-story wooden gatehouse. Flanking the gate are two stone statues of haechi, mythical creatures that are half-lion and half-unicorn. They look quite fearsome but pose no threat to us; the haechi are here to protect against fire, the greatest threat to Korea’s wooden palace buildings.

Haechi statue in front of Gwanghwamun Gate
Map of Gyeongbokgung Palace
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The original gate had been moved to the north of Geonchunmun, the east gate of the palace, when the headquarters of the Japanese Government General in Korea were built right behind Gwanghwamun in the 1920s. Bombed during the Korean War (1950–1953), the pavilion of the original gate was destroyed and the stone foundation severely scarred. Gwanghwamun was rebuilt in 1968 as a concrete structure and restored in 2010.

**Heungnyemun and Geumcheon**

Once inside the great front gate, we find ourselves in a broad courtyard with a flagged stone walkway leading straight to a second gate. Passing through the dark archways of Gwanghwamun and into the wide open courtyard is like emerging from a wooded trail to find a magnificent vista spread out below; you cannot help but stop for a moment to catch your breath and take it all in. Although Heungnyemun, the second gate, is smaller than Gwanghwamun, the empty space of the courtyard and the peaks of Mt. Bugaksan in the distant background make it look just as grand.
As we walk toward Heungnyemun, we see splashes of color: bright red, blue, and yellow. Drawing closer, those splashes of color become palace guards standing before the gate with banners and glaives. Like ceremonial guards the world over, they are no longer charged with keeping people out, but they stand their ground nonetheless, no matter what strange modern contraptions visitors might aim at them.

Once inside Heungnyemun, we enter the palace grounds proper. The first thing we notice here is that the flagged stone walkway is now divided into three parts: two lower paths on each side for vassals and a raised path in the center for the king. As we continue north, we cross a narrow waterway, known as Geumcheon. In accordance with the dictates of feng shui, which posits that a palace should have a stream in front of it and a mountain in back, you must cross a stream—covered by a stone bridge—before entering the main throne hall area. Streams are a common sight in Korean temples, as they symbolize crossing from the mundane world to the sacred one. Streams also serve to distinguish spaces in Korean palaces, but this distinction is political rather than spiritual—during audiences with the king, high-ranking officials stood to the north of the stream while those of lower rank stood to the south.
Throne Hall: Geunjeongjeon

Once across the stream, we find ourselves before yet another gate, Geunjeongmun. This gate leads us into the main courtyard of the palace, at the northern end of which stands the Geunjeongjeon—the throne hall, and thus naturally the most imposing building of the palace. This was the venue for holding important national events such as royal coronations, assemblies of civil and military officials, and receptions for foreign emissaries.

Rows of stone markers line the central path on both sides; these marked where officials of various ranks stood during audiences with the king. Of course, the higher-ranking officials stood closer to the throne hall, and it is a favorite pastime of visitors to have their picture taken next to the stone markers for the highest-ranking officials.

Geunjeongjeon Hall was the main throne hall of Gyeongbokgung. Kings conducted the affairs of the state, held official functions, and received foreign envoys here.
The throne hall itself is a magnificent two-story building that sits upon a two-tier stone base. As we climb the steps before it, stone statues of animals from the zodiac watch us from their perches atop the stone railings. At the top, we can see that the throne hall is actually one grand room. Dominating it is the king’s throne, behind which hangs the Irworobongdo, a beautiful screen depicting the sun, moon, and five mountain peaks. A symbol of royal authority, it was said the folding screen was not complete unless the king was sitting before it. It can be hard to see from outside, but if you lean over the railing a bit and look up, you can see two golden dragons at the very apex of the ceiling. Like the sun and moon, dragons are also symbols of the king.
Behind the throne hall we pass through a small door and find ourselves in a less intimidating space. It is quieter here as we stand in front of the Sajeongjeon. This is where the king normally spent his time, handling the day-to-day affairs of ruling the nation with his ministers. The name of the throne hall, Geunjeongjeon, means “Hall of Diligent Rule,” a title befitting such a grand space. Sajeongjeon, however, means “Hall of Thoughtful Rule,” a name that served to remind the king of the seriousness of his duties.

One of the most distinctive features of traditional Korean architecture is the sweeping eaves of the hipped-and-gabled roofs, and here we can get our first close look at these roofs. Something on
the eaves of the Sajeongjeon catches our eye: a row of small statues. In fact, these statues can be seen on the eaves of most of the major buildings in the palace, including Gwanghwamun. Here, however, we are able to get a closer look at them. Even at this distance, it can be hard to make out individual figures, but these are actually representations of the monk Xuanzang and his entourage, including Sun Wukong, from the Chinese classic *Journey to the West*. These statues were placed only on palace buildings to ward off evil spirits.

The two smaller buildings, the Manchunjeon to the east and the Cheonchujeon to the west of the Sajeongjeon, were also used as official quarters. They were equipped with heated floors and were thus probably used during the colder months.

**THE INNER PALACE AND THE REAR GARDENS**

**Living Quarters: Gangnyeongjeon, Gyotaejeon**

North of the Sajeongjeon is the Gangnyeongjeon, the king’s quarters; behind that is the Gyotaejeon, the queen’s quarters. One interesting thing to note about these two buildings is that they are the only buildings without ridges at the peaks of their roofs. The Korean
word for ridge (yongmaru) refers to dragons, and some say that these buildings lack ridges because the dragon symbolizes the king. After all, it would not do to have two kings in one building. It is a plausible idea, but the truth is that no one knows for sure why these buildings are different.

We make our way around the queen’s quarters and find ourselves in the only green space in the central palace complex. This is the terraced garden of Amisan, adorned with low shrubs, stonework, and beautiful flowers that bloom pink and white in spring. At the west end, a venerable pine leans out over the yard. Perhaps the most famous features of Amisan, however, are the red-orange chimneys that stand in a row at the top. These brick chimneys go beyond mere function to become works of art, decorated in relief with various plants and animals.

The Crown Prince’s Compound: Donggung

Directly east of the Sajeongjeon is a small compound known as the Eastern Palace, or Donggung. This is where the crown prince lived, studied, and underwent training in preparation for becoming king. Its location in the east is no mistake; as the next in line for the royal throne, the crown prince was the rising sun of the land. The compound consisted of two main buildings, the Jaseondang and Bihyeongak.
Geoncheonggung and Hyangwonjeong

In the northernmost area of the palace is Geoncheonggung, built by King Gojong in 1873 as a place of peace and solitude in troubled times. It was a symbol of modernization, becoming the first building in Korea to have electric lighting installed. With a lotus-covered pond, Hyangwonji, punctuated by a small pavilion called Hyangwonjeong in the center, it is nothing if not peaceful.

The buildings of Geoncheonggung present quite a different face than most of the others in the palace. They have the same gracefully sweeping roofs, but the wood has not been painted in the deep red and bright colors we see elsewhere. Though they are not as grand, they possess a subtle and irresistible charm. It is hard to believe now that this peaceful place holds a darker history as the site of the assassination of Empress Myeongseong.
Empress Myeongseong (1851–1895), the consort of King Gojong, was perhaps the most powerful figure in late 19th century Korea. Her life story, however, is one of the most tragic ones in Joseon history.

Born into the influential Min family, the empress was married to the king at age 16. King Gojong’s father, the Prince Regent Heungseon Daewongun chose her as the king’s wife due to her weak background, so that her family would be unable to interfere in political affairs. But before long, against Heungseon’s expectation, Myeongseong became a master political operator and reformer. Thrust into a position of power at a time when Korea was beset with factional strife at home and imperial aggression from abroad, she strove to modernize Korea and protect its independence by forging political alliances and importing modern ideas, technology, and institutions from abroad, particularly the West.

Myeongseong’s efforts were not appreciated by everyone, however. In particular, she drew the ire of the Japanese, who viewed her as a barrier to greater influence in Korea. In the early morning hours of October 8, 1895, a band of Japanese ruffians, allegedly operating on orders from Japanese Legation minister Goro Miura, broke into Geoncheonggung and brutally assassinated the empress. The killing sparked international outrage and angry protests from Koreans; the Japanese arrested 56 individuals who were allegedly involved, but convicted none.
Jibokjae

West of Geoncheonggung, we can see the Jibokjae, which was used by King Gojong as a royal library. This building and the surrounding complex are perhaps one of the most intriguing sites in the palace, as they exhibit structural elements that can be found nowhere else in Gyeongbokgung. The first thing we notice is that the sides of Jibokjae are made of brick. It is also a two-story building with an actual second floor, complete with internal staircases. As we draw closer, we can see into the building itself; it is something of a surprise to see the Chinese-style round portal at the far end of the main room. This door leads into an enclosed hallway that runs west to a two-story pavilion and east to a more traditional building. Not only are the hallways enclosed, but they are also lined with glass windows, unlike most traditional Korean buildings. While the rest of the palace preserves the principles of traditional Korean architecture, Jibokjae and its neighbors show Korean architecture beginning to adopt some foreign and modern conventions.

Shrine Complex

Farther west is a shrine complex, tucked in the northwest corner of the palace grounds. This is where deceased members of the royal family were brought after death, where their ancestral tablets were kept before being moved to the royal shrine of Jongmyo, and where the royal portraits were enshrined. This complex is the most isolated region of the palace and tends to be the quietest, as it should.
Gyeonghoeru

Now, it is time to head south again, back toward the grand gate of Gwanghwamun. One final sight awaits us: the floating pavilion of Gyeonghoeru. The pavilion sits on an island on the east edge of the square pond, and from the north, south, and west it can be seen reflected in the still waters. To the west of the pavilion are two smaller islands that are home to elegant pines. Located to the west of the living quarters in which the royal couple led their life, the square pond of Gyeonghoeru Pavilion was made for the purpose of holding a party, enjoying boating, and greeting foreign emissaries visiting the country.

Sujeongjeon

On the southern edge of the pond is our final stop, the Sujeongjeon. When Gyeongbokgung was restored in 1867, it was rebuilt as living quarters, but the building that originally stood here was the Jiphyeonjeon, the birthplace of Korea’s writing system, Hangeul.
Changdeokgung

While Gyeongbokgung is the oldest of Joseon’s palaces, it was Changdeokgung that served longest as the seat of the royal government. King Taejong ordered the building of a new palace in large part to escape memories at Gyeongbokgung of the so-called “Strife of the Princes,” in which he’d killed several of his brothers to become king. Construction began in 1405, and by 1412 the new palace was complete.

Like Gyeongbokgung, Changdeokgung was burnt to the ground during the Japanese Invasions of 1592–1598. While the former was left in ruins until the 19th century, Changdeokgung was quickly rebuilt after the war. The palace continued to serve as the seat of the royal government until 1872, when Gyeongbokgung was rebuilt by the powerful Prince Regent Heungseon Daewongun as a seat for the young King Gojong.
Despite a number of conflagrations throughout the palace’s history, Changdeokgung has remained fairly true to its original design. Like all important buildings built during the Joseon Dynasty, the palace was designed and constructed with a keen sense of feng shui. While the palace is beautiful in and of itself, what really make it stand out are its gardens, often lauded by experts as the most spectacular example of Korean traditional gardening anywhere. In recognition of its architectural and cultural importance, Changdeokgung was added to UNESCO’s World Heritage List in 1997.

**Donhwamun**

Entry into Changdeokgung is through the imposing gate of Donhwamun. Naturally, the palace has had a front gate since its
founding; this particular incarnation dates from 1608. Topped by a graceful two-story pavilion, the portal has the distinction of being Seoul’s largest palace gate. For the most part, it remains in its original condition, save for the missing lower thresholds—these were removed at the start of the 20th century to allow royal automobiles to pass through the gate.

A short walk from the gate brings you to Geumcheongyo, a handsome stone bridge crossing a stream just

---

**The Strife of the Princes**

As the reign of King Taejo, the first king of Joseon, came to end, strife developed between his sons—not only over who would succeed Taejo to the throne, but also over the general direction of the kingdom. In particular, Taejo’s ambitious fifth son Yi Bang-won, who was instrumental in bringing his father to power, was keen to take over and turn Joseon into an absolute monarchy led by a strong king. He was opposed by Taejo’s prime minister, the Confucian scholar Jeong Do-jeon, who wished to build a kingdom led by ministers appointed by the king. Jeong—and Taejo, for that matter—preferred Yi Bang-won’s half-brother Yi Bang-seok as crown prince. The tensions between the two came to a head in 1398, when Yi Bang-won raided Gyeongbokgung, killing Jeong, Yi Bang-seok, and another half-brother. Soon after, Taejo abdicated, placing another one of his sons, Yi Bang-gwa, on the throne as King Jeongjong. But in 1400, following more bloodshed between Yi
in front of the main palace complex. Built in 1411, it is Seoul’s oldest surviving bridge. The dual-arch bridge is adorned with carvings of *haechi*.

**Injeongjeon**

Passing through two more gates, including the stately Injeongmun gate (built in 1745), we arrive at the main courtyard of Changdeokgung, the centerpiece of which is the grand, two-story Injeongjeon, the main throne hall of the palace. Like the rest of Changdeokgung, this hall has suffered its share of calamities. Built originally in 1405, it was burnt to the ground with the rest of the palace during the Japanese invasions, rebuilt in 1610, and rebuilt

Bang-won and his older brother Yi Bang-gan, Jeongjong named Yi Bang-won crown prince and abdicated.

After much strife, Yi Bang-won finally sat upon the throne as King Taejong. It was a throne stained with the blood of Taejong’s brothers, however, so the king decided to build a new palace devoid of such unpleasant memories. Construction on the new palace began in 1405, and by 1412 it was complete. With the completion of the new palace began the two-palace system of the early Joseon Dynasty, with Gyeongbokgung as the “official palace” (*beopgung*) and Changdeokgung as the “secondary palace” (*igung*). These designations were not etched in stone—during the course of the Joseon Dynasty, each of the five palaces took turns serving as primary palace and secondary palace.
again in 1804 following another fire.

Inside the hall, we find, naturally enough, the king’s throne, and behind it the Irworobongdo. On the ceiling is an image of two phoenixes, a symbol of the Joseon Dynasty. These features are common to the throne rooms of all of Joseon’s palaces. Uniquely among the Joseon’s throne rooms, the Injeongjeon is fitted with electric lights, Western-style curtains, and even a parquet floor—a legacy of the Daehan Empire era, when Korea made a belated attempt to modernize.

**Official and Residential Complex**

Passing out of the main courtyard, we arrive at another complex of official and residential structures. Among the more important of these is the Huijeongdang, the king’s bedchamber and, during the late Joseon Dynasty and Daehan Empire era, the king’s office, where he greeted foreign dignitaries. The original building burned down in a fire in 1917; what you see today was originally located in Gyeongbokgung but was relocated to Changdeokgung in 1920. It’s
an interesting look into Korea at the start of the early 20th century, with its Western-style furnishings and glass windows.

In back of the Huijeongdang is the Daejojeon, the queen’s bedchamber. Like the queen’s bedchambers at Seoul’s other palaces, it doesn’t have a roof ridgeline (yongmaru).

Another interesting building in this section is the Seonjeongjeon. This was also used a place for official royal business, although one used more at the king’s convenience. It is the only remaining Joseon-era building with a blue tile roof, a symbol of executive authority that lives on at the Cheong Wa Dae, the blue-tiled presidential mansion of the Republic of Korea.

**Nakseonjae**

Separated from the main palace complex, the Nakseonjae was a residence built by King Heonjong (r. 1834–1849) for his beloved concubine, Lady Gyeongbin. More recently, the Nakseonjae was the home of the Korean royal family when Crown Prince Yi Eun and his wife Princess Yi Bang-ja (formerly Princess Masako of Nashimoto) returned from Japan in 1963. They were joined by the Crown Prince’s younger sister, Princess Deokhye. The prince died at the Nakseonjae in 1970, but the two princesses continued to live there until their deaths in 1989.

Unlike most of the other palace buildings, the Nakseonjae is not painted with colorful dancheong patterns—the wood is left in its natural color, much like the aristocratic homes of the era. It has a decidedly feminine feel—not surprising, given its history.
Huwon

The Huwon (“Rear Garden”) is considered the epitome of Korean garden landscaping. It’s also probably one of the most picturesque locations in Korea. The Huwon was first created in 1406, a year after Changdeokgung was founded, although most of the ponds and pavilions you see today date from the 17th and 18th centuries. It consists of several inner and outer gardens, all connected by walking paths. As with all Korean traditional gardens, its designers strove to harmonize the natural and artificial to create a landscape that would be as naturalistic as possible.

The best known part of the Huwon—and the part most praised by Korean architecture experts—is the area around Buyongji. This pond is an architectural representation of the Korean traditional view of the cosmos: the square pond represents Earth, while the small circular island with a solitary pine represents Heaven. The various pavilions, set at different locations and heights, offer a multitude of views of the scenery.

The pavilion at the top of the hill overlooking the pond is the Juhamnu, the royal library. The first floor used to hold the famed Gyujanggak, which is maintained today by Seoul National University.
Changgyeonggung

Just east of Changdeokgung is another of Seoul’s five palaces, Changgyeonggung. First built by King Sejong as a retirement home for his father, King Taejong (the founder of Changdeokgung), the palace attained its current form during the reign of King Seongjong (1457–1494), who renovated the palace as a home for three dowager queens. As a living space for the royal family, the Changgyeonggung was more an auxiliary palace of the Changdeokgung; collectively, Changdeokgung and Changgyeonggung were known as the Donggwol, or “Eastern Palace.”

Throughout its long history, the palace has witnessed more than its fair share of tragic events, the best known being the execution of the allegedly insane Crown Prince Sado on the orders of his own father. The palace also suffered the indignity of being turned into a zoo by the Japanese during their colonial rule of Korea. In the process of turning it into a zoo, the Japanese destroyed many
buildings, and even renamed the palace Changgyeongwon, or “Changgyeong Park.”

Since the 1980s, much effort has been spent on restoring Cheonggyeonggung to a semblance of its former glory. On its grounds are some spectacular examples of 17th century Joseon royal architecture, and its rear garden, while not as spectacular as that of neighboring Changdeokgung, still makes for a pleasant stroll.

**Honghwamun**

Entry to Changgyeonggung is via the gate of Honghwamun, the main portal to the palace. This handsome gate with a wooden, two-story superstructure was built in 1616 and is typical of early Joseon Dynasty architecture. In the days of Joseon, it was not common for the king to meet with commoners, but here, in front of Honghwamun, King Yeongjo met with the people to ask their opinions on the Military Service Tax Law, which allowed peasants to pay a tax in lieu of military service. King Jeongjo, too, celebrated his mother’s 60th birthday by distributing rice to commoners in front of the gate.

**Myeongjeongjeon**

Beyond Honghwamun and Okcheongyo Bridge is the main
courtyard of Changgyeonggung. The centerpiece of the main
courtyard is the hall of the Myeongjeongjeon, the royal throne
room. Compared to the throne halls of Joseon’s other palaces, the
one-story hall does not impress at first glance. Look past its modest
size, however, and what is revealed is a masterpiece. Built in 1616, it
is the oldest surviving throne hall in Seoul, and its sturdy, balanced
construction is typical of early Joseon Dynasty architecture. As the
main throne hall, it houses Irworobongdo, a screen of the sun,
moon, and five mountain peaks.

**Chundangji**

Going further into the garden, you come across a beautiful pond
with a small forested island in the middle. Called the Chundangji,
this pond was dug by the Japanese in 1909, and for much of the
20th century it was very much a Japanese-style pond, complete with
pond-side cherry blossoms and a boathouse. Prior to the colonial
era, the pond had been a royal rice paddy, where the kings of
Joseon—who were, after all, the leaders of an overwhelmingly

Chundangji Pond
agricultural nation—familiarized themselves with the art of working the land. In the 1980s, the cherry blossoms were removed and the pond renovated in Korean style.

**Botanical Garden**
The garden is completed with another piece of exotic architecture, a Victorian-style glasshouse built in 1909. At one time, the European-style arboretum housed a variety of rare tropical plants, but with the renovation of the palace in the 1980s the glasshouse’s collection was replaced with a new batch of plants consisting primarily of indigenous Korean species.

**Deoksugung**
Originally called Gyeongungung, Deoksugung became the center of Korea’s political world in February 1897, when King Gojong emerged from the Russian Legation, where he had spent the previous year following the assassination of his queen by the Japanese, and made the residence his main palace. On October 13 of that year, King Gojong proclaimed the Daehan Empire, naming himself the Gwangmu Emperor.

Work soon began to turn the residence into a palace worthy of the name. Sadly, most of the effort went up in smoke, quite literally, in 1904, when a massive fire destroyed almost the entire palace.

Most of the palace was reconstructed by 1906. Reflecting both advice from influential foreigners like Antoinette Sontag and the Korean government’s desire to modernize, the palace also included a
number of Western-style buildings, including the grand Neoclassical Seokjojeon Hall, designed by a Briton by the name of G. R. Harding, and the Jeonggwanheon Hall, designed by the Russian architect Aleksey Seredin-Sabatin.

In 1910, Japan would bring the Daehan Empire to a close when it annexed Korea outright, marking the start of 35 years of colonial rule. Even after his abdication, the Gwangmu Emperor continued to reside at Deoksugung until his death in 1919.

As with Seoul’s other royal palaces, modern history has not been especially kind to Deoksugung. What remains today is just one-third of the original complex, which at the palace’s zenith encompassed most of Seoul’s Jeong-dong district.

**Daehanmun**

Originally called the Daeanmun, the gate of Daehanmun was given its current name when it was repaired in 1906. Initially, it served as
King Gojong and the Daehan Empire

The penultimate king of the Joseon Dynasty and founder of the short-lived Daehan Empire, King Gojong is remembered today mostly for his efforts to modernize Korea and protect its independence in the face of imperial aggression, particularly from Japan, during his 43-year reign.

His time was a dramatic one—Gojong was still a child when he ascended the throne, and for the first decade of his reign the powerful Prince Regent Heungseon Daewongun ruled in his stead. Under the conservative Daewongun, Korea pursued an isolationist policy, but the outside world could not be kept at bay forever. In 1873, Gojong assumed direct rule of the country, and in 1876, Korea signed the Treaty of Ganghwa, opening itself to foreign trade.

Along with his consort, the master political operator Queen Min (posthumously named Empress Myeongseong), Gojong made attempts to modernize Korea. He brought foreign technicians and experts to the country while sending Korean students overseas. Seoul began to take on the look of a modern city, with electricity, trains and trams, waterworks, cinemas, and modern schools and hospitals. Foreign military advisors, too, were brought in to train a modern army.

In the vicious international environment of the day, however, it was too little, too late. In 1895, the Japanese assassinated Queen Min, whom they regarded as anti-Japanese, and Gojong fled to the Russian Legation, where he spent a year. In 1897, he left the legation and took up residence at
Deoksugung, where he proclaimed the Daehan Empire, elevating Korea to the same imperial status as China and Japan.

Imperialist competition for Korea continued unabated, however, and there was little Gojong could do to stop it. In 1905, Japan defeated Russia in the Russo-Japanese War; now with an unchallenged hand in Korea, Japan forced Korea to sign away its diplomatic sovereignty to Japan, making Korea a Japanese protectorate. Gojong tried to protest this by sending emissaries to the Hague Peace Conference of 1907. The emissaries were refused entry, however, and Japan, furious at Gojong, forced him to abdicate in favor of his son. Three years later, Japan annexed Korea outright, marking the start of 35 years of Japanese colonial rule.

After his abdication, Gojong continued to reside at Deoksugung Palace until his death in 1919. His funeral provided the spark that lit the massive March 1 Independence Movement protests of that year.
the east gate of the palace, while the southern Inhwamun (since removed) served as the main entrance. With the downtown area east of the palace developing, however, Daehanmun became the primary entrance. After the expansion of the Taepyeong-ro thoroughfare in the 1960s, the gate became a traffic island for a time before it was moved back several meters to its current location in 1970.

Junghwajeon

Like much of the rest of the palace, the Junghwajeon—the main throne hall—was burned down in 1904 and rebuilt in 1906. It was
simplified into a single-story structure, having originally been a two-story one like the throne halls of Gyeongbokgung and Changdeokgung. The Junghwajeon and its gate are some of the last buildings built by the Joseon kingdom (or, as it was known at this time, the Daehan Empire).

Seokjojeon

Unlike Seoul’s other royal palaces, Deoksugung is still home to monumental works of Western-style architecture. In fact, the palace is really two palaces in one: a traditional one to the east, and a Western-style one to the west. This is symbolic of the palace’s history. Deoksugung was the seat of power for most of the Daehan Empire period (1897–1910), when Korea belatedly attempted to modernize in an effort to ward off imperialist threats, most notably from Japan. The West Hall of the Seokjojeon now serves as the National Museum of Contemporary Art, Deoksugung Annex, one of Seoul’s top art museums.
Gyeonghuigung

The smallest of Seoul’s five palaces, Gyeonghuigung is hidden away behind Seoul Museum of History, which is built on what used to be palace grounds. Founded in 1623, Gyeonghuigung was a secondary palace—never in its history was it the primary residence of the king—but it was a large complex nevertheless, with over 100 buildings. At one time, it was even attached to Deoksugung by way of an arched bridge.

Unfortunately, Gyeonghuigung was destroyed almost in its entirety during the Japanese colonial era to make way for a Japanese school. So complete was the destruction that only a few foundation stones remained. The Japanese also built a massive concrete bunker on the site for use as a wartime air raid shelter.

Two of the palace’s original structures did survive, however, if only because they were moved to locations elsewhere in the city. The
original throne hall, built in 1617, was moved to what is now Dongguk University, where it was rededicated as a Buddhist temple. It continues to stand there to this day. The palace’s front gate, meanwhile, was moved to Mt. Namsan, where it was used as the gate to a shrine dedicated to Hirobumi Ito, the former Japanese Prime Minister who was assassinated by Korean nationalist An Jung-geun in 1909. After Korea’s liberation from colonial rule, the gate was used as the entrance to the Silla Hotel, which was built in the shrine’s place, until it was finally moved back to Gyeonghuigung in 1988.

Since the 1980s, much work has been done to rebuild Gyeonghuigung. The main courtyard has been restored, complete with a new throne hall modeled on the original. Of particular note are the cloisters that flank the throne hall—the ones on the right climb a hill, producing a striking visual effect.
Over the course of Korea’s 5,000-year history, the Joseon Dynasty period has stood at the forefront of Korean culture, especially in terms of the brilliance of its royal culture. The royal palaces and tombs of this era are among the country’s most cherished national treasures and cultural relics.

The Joseon royal tombs encompassing an area of some 5,215 hectares (12,880 acres) had been developed within a 40-kilometer radius of the former city boundaries of Seoul. They were meticulously maintained by court officials during the dynasty’s 518-year reign; since the founding of Korea in 1948, they have been overseen by the Cultural Heritage Administration. All the while, royal tomb sites were regarded as highly sacred ground where no buildings were allowed to be constructed. Accordingly, these areas have been preserved intact over the centuries, serving today as revered green space sanctuaries. Although their condition
deteriorated somewhat during the Japanese colonial period, they remain in an excellent state of preservation. The royal tombs include 42 neung (also pronounced reung), which house 27 generations of the dynasty’s kings, queens, and posthumously designated kings. The 40 sites within South Korea have been placed on UNESCO’s list of World Heritage.
KOREAN ROYAL TOMB CULTURE

From ancient times, the tombs of a society’s rulers were built with a unique grandeur that reflected the cultural characteristics, religious beliefs, and philosophy of each society. For example, the ancient Egyptian belief in the soul’s immortality led to building of its famed pyramids and cemetery gardens, while India’s Islamic culture influenced the construction of the Taj Mahal. In a show of respect for their revered rulers, the living made concerted—even Herculean—efforts to assure a dignified and bountiful afterlife by building magnificent tombs and providing the deceased with a wealth of burial items.

In Korea, the vividly detailed murals on the walls of Goguryeo tombs and the exquisite gold artifacts unearthed from Silla tombs provide insight into the status of the ruling class and their beliefs about the afterlife. After Buddhism’s introduction to Korea in the late fourth century, funeral practices
came to reflect Buddhist influences to a certain extent. Yet the construction of large-scale burial mounds seemed to indicate that people's fundamental views about the afterlife did not stray noticeably from longstanding traditions. Even during the Unified Silla period, when the prevalence of Buddhism flourished, people continued to build large burial mounds and surround their base with stone engravings of the 12 animals of the zodiac and the cardinal directions—a custom rooted in the ancient burial practices of East Asia, which had been introduced from China prior to the arrival of Buddhism.

Toward the end of the Unified Silla period (10th century), the principles of geomancy (feng shui) were applied. These called for tombs to be situated in mountainous areas at sites with direct sunlight, rich soil, and proper drainage. This basic tomb structure developed during the Silla Dynasty before being adopted by the Goryeo Dynasty. The Joseon Dynasty would subsequently develop its own style and type of royal tombs.
Ideal Setting

The development of royal tombs and the performance of ancestral rites during the Joseon period were intimately related to the royal family’s desire to perpetuate the dynasty’s reign. As such, a royal tomb served to preserve the dignity of a former ruler and to assure the good fortune of succeeding generations. In accordance with the prevailing Confucian ideology, it was imperative that funeral-related rituals be strictly observed. Notably, much care went into the selection of an auspicious site for a royal tomb based on geomantic principles. King Sejo, who was known for his extensive expertise in geomancy, made personal efforts to find a proper tomb site for Crown Prince Uigyeong (1438–1457), the eldest son of Queen Jeonghui, following his sudden death. It is said that the king was so intent on finding an auspicious site that he participated in the inspection of five prospective locations.

Located in a remote mountain valley surrounded by mountain ridges, Gwangneung Tomb occupies the ideal location for a tomb according to feng shui principles.
Under geomantic principles, an ideal location would typically be a mountainous area that offered natural protection through a “blue dragon” ridge to the left and a “white tiger” ridge on the right; it would be situated nearby a stream, with a flow of life-energy. Those ridge slopes formed a narrow entrance. If the natural terrain did not provide a narrow entrance, a grove of trees or pond area might be created.

A wooded area of pine trees served as a stately background and, for a royal tomb, a vivid symbol of the site’s sacrosanct nature. The pine tree being one of the ten symbols of longevity, it expressed a desire for the dynasty’s perpetual reign, while the never-fading green of its needles symbolized loyalty.

The various monuments and structures near a tomb would be arranged in accordance with Confucian principles, which called for an alignment of the burial mound with the stone lantern (jangmyeongdeung), T-shaped shrine (jeongjagak), and red-spiked
According to the principles of geomancy and the Korean philosophy of respecting nature, the scale and location of a royal tomb were carefully determined so as to assure harmony with the mountainous topography and surrounding landscape. This selection process resulted in the development of a wide variety of royal tombs, including types that featured a single tomb, twin tomb, double tomb, “one site, two ridge” tomb, upper and lower tomb, triplet tomb, and triple tomb.

A single tomb was a standalone tomb for an individual king or queen, while a twin tomb housed a king and queen alongside each other in separate burial mounds surrounded by a low perimeter wall. In a double
From the time of King Sukjong (r. 1674–1720), any developments within the boundary of royal tombs, including village homes or private grave sites, would have to be relocated so that the site could be maintained as an open green space. The royal tomb sites represent well-preserved historical and cultural spaces that are now protected as cultural heritage areas, contributing significantly to the maintenance of much-needed green spaces within and around the capital region.

tomb, a king and queen were buried together within a single burial mound, while a “one site, two ridge” type had a single T-shaped shrine and two burial mounds, the second being positioned on a secondary ridge. In the upper and lower tomb style, separate burial mounds were laid out for the king and queen in a vertical alignment on the same slope, with the king’s burial mound higher than that of the queen. A triplet tomb included separate burial mounds for a king, queen, and concubine, arranged side by side on the same slope and surrounded by a single wall, whereas in a triple tomb the king, queen, and concubine would be buried together within a single burial mound. For a tomb that included multiple burial mounds, the king would be buried on the right. Gyeongneung, located in Goyang, Gyeonggi Province, is the sole exception to this rule.

“One site, two ridge” tomb (Gwangneung)
LAYOUT OF ROYAL TOMBS

For the construction of royal tombs, the structure of the burial mound and the types, placement, and size of stone monuments and statuaries all adhered to prescribed standards. The location and scale of royal tombs were determined in accordance with the socio-political circumstances, the king’s final wishes, finishing touches incorporated by his successor, and principles of geomancy. Thus, throughout the dynasty’s more than 500-year existence, the basic structure of royal tombs remained fundamentally unchanged except for minor alterations.

The structure of the burial mound in Joseon royal tombs and the arrangement of stone objects are very similar to those of Hyeonjeongneung. Located in Gaeseong in what is today North Korea, this is the tomb of King Gongmin, the 31st ruler of Goryeo who died in 1374, and his queen, Princess Nogukdaejang. It was designed in accordance with the royal tomb practices of the late Goryeo period. A representative layout for a royal tomb of the Joseon Dynasty can be seen at Geonwolleung, the tomb of King Taejo, founder of the dynasty.

According to Confucian influences, the layout of a Joseon royal tomb would include three sections, each with a separate function. The entrance section was for the access of visitors, including caretakers from the mundane world, while the ritual section served as an area for the spirits of the deceased to meet with the people who would preside over ancestral rites. The burial section
was a sacred ground where the deceased was laid to rest.

The burial section could only be entered by authorized personnel conducting specified duties. To highlight the burial section’s role as the heart of a Joseon royal tomb, its burial mound was surrounded on three sides by a low wall (gokjang), around which pine trees would be planted to create a kind of enclosed protection for the tomb site. The most essential component of a royal tomb was the burial mound (bongbun), which was round in form and ringed at the base with 12 flat stones (byeongpungseok), which symbolized the 12 directions, or the 12 earthly branches. At times, 12 pillars were erected and linked together with a stone railing (nanganseok).

For royal tombs up until the 17th century, byeongpungseok were engraved with images of the 12 zodiac figures, depicted as human figures with animal heads. They symbolized the 12 earthly branches against a background of cloud patterns. These earthly branches served to insulate the deceased from the negative influences of time and space. Together with 12 trigrams that expressed the universal order and heavenly movements, the symbols represented the 24 compass directions. Later, the earthly branches were replaced by engravings of Chinese characters for the 24 directions, which symbolically conveyed a concept of the royal tomb site being situated at the center of its own microcosmic world. By the 18th century, the zodiac figure images were replaced with peony patterns, a lingering Buddhist motif that remained popular in the Joseon era.

Intricately carved byeongpungseok surrounding burial mounds at Mongneung (top) and Donggureung (bottom)
In front of a burial mound was a broad stone platform (*bonyuseok*) supported by drum-shaped legs, where the spirit of the deceased could relax and enjoy the surrounding scenery. A nearby lantern (*jangmyeongdeung*), designed in the Buddhist style with a four- or eight-sided body, served to symbolically illuminate the area. Because of a belief that the deceased should be allowed to freely wander about the tomb site, two stone pillars (*mangjuseok*) would be placed alongside the stone platform in front of the burial mound, serving as landmarks to assure his safe return.

Pairs of stone tigers and rams (*hoseok* and *yangseok*)—eight statues in total—were placed around the burial mound to serve as protective guardians. The tiger was revered for its ferocity, while the ram was said to ward off evil and symbolize filial piety. The animal figures were sometimes sculpted with four legs or stood on a solid base decorated with plant or flower engravings.
The burial section included three vertical levels; the deceased was placed on the highest level, above two levels with statues of civil and military officials (munseogin and museogin) accompanied by their horses (maseok). The three levels are thought to be associated with Korea’s reverence for its three legendary founders and the Neo-Confucian influences of the Joseon period.

The appearance and scale of the stone figures are documented in the protocol manual for royal funerals, but the remaining examples show minor differences in terms of expression as a result of the sculptors’ personal stylistic tendencies. There were also certain changes that took place over time. Stone statues sometimes measured more than 300 centimeters in height, standing twice as tall as a normal person.

The ritual section stretches from the red-spiked gate to the T-shaped shrine. This shrine was where the royal ancestral rites were regularly conducted. It was designed and built so that the burial mound could not be seen from the outer gate. This careful placement had the aim of maintaining a hierarchical order between
the mundane world and the sacred realm, as well as reinforcing the sense of the tomb site being a protected enclosure for the deceased’s sanctity and tranquility. This further served to enhance the burial mound’s view of the surrounding scenery, to improve its access to direct sunlight, and to maintain adequate drainage.

From the shrine, a pathway of flat stones (chamdo) leads to a gate decorated with red spikes. The path is divided into two levels, with a slightly raised central section reserved for the spirit of the deceased king and a lower section for the living. In front of the red-spiked gate, water flows across an entranceway where a stone bridge stands.

DAEHAEM EMPIRE TOMBS

After Gojong proclaimed the Daehan Empire and assumed the title of emperor rather than king in an effort to promote political reform, his tomb and that of Sunjong (r. 1907–1910), the dynasty’s final ruler, would be designed with a disregard for much of the longstanding Joseon tradition. In its place, they adopted characteristics associated with the tombs of Chinese emperors. With sites larger and more lavish than those of previous royal tombs, the two Daehan tombs stood in stark contrast to their Joseon predecessors.

In particular, the stone statues of officials and animals were arranged along each side of chamdo leading to the burial mound, and a wider variety of animals was included, such as the elephant,
lion, camel, Asian-style unicorn, and haechi. Tiger and ram figures were no longer included, while horses were placed along the sides of chamdo rather than accompanying the officials. The traditional T-shaped shrine of the Joseon royal tombs, which had taken the style of a pavilion, was replaced with a palatial structure.

Still, a number of Joseon practices were carried over, including the retaining stones placed around the burial mound, the stone railing and stone platform in front, and the arrangement of stone pillars and lanterns. This was thought to reflect the people’s deep-rooted respect for Confucian customs.

The tombs of the final two rulers of the Joseon Dynasty were built after 1910, during the period of Japanese occupation. While

Hongneung, the tomb of King Gojong, was built in imperial style.
Korean artisans worked on the construction of Emperor Gojong’s tomb, called Hongneung, artisans from Japan participated in the development of the Yureung tomb for Emperor Sunjong, who died in 1926. At that time, Japanese sculptors had already adopted Western-style influences, which resulted in the rendering of stone animals and figures with realistic detail.
The burial and funerary customs of a society are expressions of its prevailing ideas about death and the afterlife. In the case of Goryeo’s adherence to Buddhism, death meant a separation of the body and life, and people believed that the body should revert to a state of dust. On the other hand, the Joseon Dynasty period was dominated by the Confucian ideals of ancestral rituals, which respected the dead as objects of veneration. Accordingly, the practice of cremation, prevalent during the Goryeo period, was replaced by the burial customs of Joseon society.

National Undertaking

Whenever a king became seriously ill, a state of emergency would be declared, during which time he would issue his final decree and bequeath the throne to the crown prince. As a king’s final hours
drew near, he was placed under continuous observation so that eunuchs would be able to bathe his body and dress it in funeral attire immediately upon his passing.

As the word circulated about the king’s death, the royal family and court officials would initiate the preparations for his funeral. After being notified of the tragic news, the crown prince and the other princes, queens, concubines, and princesses would take off their regular headgear and garments, leaving their hair in a natural style, and remove all decorative accessories. The royal court would issue a decree that prohibited various activities during the mourning period, while the military office declared a state of emergency and mobilized reinforcements to secure the palace grounds and city gates.

Court offices forwarded official notification documents to central and provincial governing authorities with information about the pending state funeral. For a five-day period, retail markets were closed, and essentials could only be acquired through underground...
channels. For three months after a king’s death, there would be a general prohibition on wedding ceremonies, musical performances, and butchering of livestock.

The Ijopanseo (Minister of the Interior), in conjunction with Uijeongbu (the State Council), formed three temporary offices—the Binjeondogam (Office of the Royal Coffin), Gukjangdogam (Office of the Royal Funeral), and Salleungdogam (Office of the Royal Tomb)—to oversee various activities related to the state funeral. Those assigned to the royal coffin made arrangements for the king’s funeral garments, mortuary tablet, and coffin, as well as garments for the official mourners, while the royal funeral officials procured a variety of burial items such as ceramic wares, furniture, musical instruments, a funeral bier, ritual implements, and royal seals.

The most significant tasks were undertaken by the Office of the Royal Tomb, which was responsible for constructing the actual tomb. The development of a tomb included preparation of the site

**Preserving Royal Bodies**

As a reflection of its status-based society, the length of pre-burial mourning for Joseon rulers and court officials was determined by applicable protocol. For kings and queens, there would be a five-month period from the time of passing until the final burial. At the same time, it was essential to properly preserve the body prior to its burial, a process that called for the implementation of special measures, especially during the summer months.

Fortunately, Korea had acquired technology for storing ice from the time of the ancient Three Kingdoms Period. It maintained two icehouses in Seoul: the eastern Dongbinggo and the western Seobinggo. The Dongbinggo facility provided the ice needed for formal rituals, while Seobinggo’s supply
was used for the palace kitchen and distribution to court officials according to rank. In midwinter, ice would be gathered from areas of the Han River with clean waters. The slabs, which had a thickness of at least 12 centimeters, were cut into 1.8-meter blocks for storage.

During the mourning period, the coffin of a king or queen would be placed above an ice tray and enclosed with a framework of bamboo that was packed with ice, providing adequate refrigeration to preserve the body. Over the five-month period, some 15,000 blocks of ice might be required, which could deplete the entire inventory of stored ice. As such, a ruler’s advancing age or an indication of serious illness necessitated measures to assure a sufficient supply.

Although the ice enabled the body to be preserved, additional provisions were needed to absorb the moisture as it melted. For this, another bamboo framework was installed, packed with dried seaweed to provide a dehumidifying insulation and absorb the moisture. Over the course of five months, huge mounds of seaweed would be needed for this purpose.

for building of the T-shaped shrine and a pavilion to enshrine the memorial stone (*bigak*), with a burial chamber and areas for tomb caretakers (*subokbang*) and the preparation of ritual food. The mayor of Seoul would assure proper maintenance of the roadways and bridges along the path to the tomb site.

After a king’s death, the body would be clothed in formal garments of white silk; this was followed by an additional dressing on the third day and a final dressing on the fifth day. After that, the body was placed into a coffin, and a coronation ceremony was conducted to install the new king.
After lying in state, a ruler’s body needed to be buried in its final resting place. For this, the Joseon Dynasty applied the principles of geomancy with the utmost care for the selection of an auspicious tomb site. From the dynasty’s outset, the Joseon royal family stressed the importance of developing auspicious tomb sites so as to ensure its continued reign from one generation to the next. Among court officials as well, there was a noticeable zeal to acquire expertise in geomancy, which would help with their chances of promotion and contribute to the good fortune of their descendants.

In general, burial customs dictated that a grave site could not interfere with any existing tombs. But this restriction did not apply to the burial of a king or queen at a propitious site—for these, existing tombs had to be relocated. For example, because of the site selected for King Seongjong’s tomb, it was necessary to relocate that of Prince Gwangpyeong, the fifth son of King Sejong and great-uncle to Seongjong. Moreover, royal tomb sites were surrounded by restricted zones—at times extending over several kilometers—where structures and public access were prohibited.

Regulations called for the tombs of commoners to be dug at a depth of 1.5 to 1.6 meters, while royal tombs were built with a depth of 3.2 to 3.3 meters. This depth was held in geomantic beliefs to surround the body with an optimal amount of the earth’s vibrant energy, contributing to the prosperity of the ruler’s future generations. In fact, building a tomb of this depth for anyone else was a violation that could be punishable by death.

Notably, the development of a royal tomb called for minimal disruption of the natural topography; no more than 10 percent of the surroundings could be altered. This was a demonstration of respect for nature and an acceptance of death as part of the human life cycle.
In contrast to the imperial tombs of China’s dynasties, which were enclosed by high walls, the sites of Joseon royal tombs were planted with trees. From a distance, the wooded areas take on the appearance of the gently flowing waves of a green sea. In July 2008, a group of European landscape architects toured various royal tombs of the Joseon Dynasty, including Gwangneung in Namyangju, Gyeonggi Province. They were highly impressed, as evidenced by their observation, “Such a marvelous harmony of nature and artifice, which is the ideal of the landscape gardens of Europe, had already been attained in the royal tombs of the Joseon Dynasty.”

It is said that the grounds of a Joseon royal tomb emanate a distinctive energy, which geomancy practitioners say is generated by a flow of positive qi (vibrant life-force; known as qi in Chinese) due to the site’s auspicious location.
Grand Funeral Procession

Following a funeral service at the royal palace, the ruler’s body would be carried along a designated route to the tomb site. A grand funeral procession, consisting of 5,000 to 10,000 mourners, would include an endless stream of people bearing silk banners describing the king’s achievements; countless palanquins, including the funeral bier; horses adorned with jingling bells; the new king and his court officials; and court ladies and eunuchs. Together, they created a spectacle of magnificent grandeur.

Because many of the funeral processions for a Joseon king began at night, five hundred people were needed to bear torches to light the way. A procession would often extend for four kilometers, while commoners in mourning attire assembled along the roadway to bid their king a final farewell.

The manual of the Office of the Royal Funeral documented the formal procedure and protocol for the royal funeral of King Jeongjo.
The funeral procession of Queen Inseon, wife of King Hyojong (r. 1649–1659), began on May 28, 1674, and proceeded from Seoul to Yeongneung in Yeoju, Gyeonggi Province, by way of the Hangang River over a period of three days and two nights. It involved a flotilla of 150 vessels manned by 3,690 sailors. For the funeral of Queen Inyeol, wife of King Injo (r. 1623–1649), the procession included 6,770 people, according to historical records.

**Political Transition**

A state funeral represented a massive undertaking requiring substantial financial resources and manpower, and it was the first large-scale project overseen by the newly crowned king. Upon the conclusion of a royal funeral, the king praised and rewarded the officials who had played leading roles under the preceding ruler. In particular, those who contributed to the selection of an auspicious tomb site and the proper application of protocol rules to the funeral procedures would find themselves in line for promotion and membership in the new king’s circle of trusted advisors. Moreover, through his interpretations of geomantic principles, the king was able to replace any holdovers from the previous regime with his own supporters, thereby fortifying his power base and ruling authority.

The royal tombs serve as historical relics that vividly depict the glory and demise of the Joseon Dynasty. Indeed, it is said that the reign of a Joseon king “began with a royal tomb and ended with a royal tomb.” During the 518-year reign of the Joseon Dynasty, 42 royal tombs were developed for its kings and queens. More than simply being the final resting place of these royal figures, however, the sites provide a unique glimpse into the dynasty’s political, administrative, and economic systems, along with the richness of Joseon culture.
Seonjeongneung

Seonjeongneung is the burial place consisting of two tombs: Seolleung, the final resting place of King Seongjong, and Jeongneung, that of King Jungjong (r. 1506–1544). Seongjong was one in a line of talented, energetic kings who ruled over Korea during the golden age of the early Joseon Dynasty. Based on the nation building efforts of predecessors like Taejong, Sejong, and Sejo, he oversaw a flowering of the national economy and culture. Indeed, early Joseon civilization reached its zenith under him.

Seongjong was the very model of a neo-Confucian monarch. He was a ruler, a scholar, and an artist. In forming his national administration, he appointed competent scholars regardless of their political affiliations. The king himself would engage scholars and officials in debates over the finer points of statecraft and philosophy.
The many books that were published during his reign proved of great benefit to the king’s subjects.

In a way, Seongjong was Korea’s Marcus Aurelius; unfortunately, the comparison extended to his son and successor, too. Just as Marcus Aurelius had been succeeded by Commodus, Seongjong was succeeded by his son Yeonsangun, a bloody-minded, licentious tyrant who terrorized Korea for 12 years until he was finally overthrown in a coup.

Seonjeongneung is today located in the heart of one of Seoul’s busiest commercial districts. The visual contrast of the tombs against their urban backdrop is striking. Despite the location, the site is surrounded by rich forests and is quite tranquil, making it an excellent urban park.
Taereung

Also located in Seoul, this tomb belongs to one of Korean history’s most powerful queens, Queen Munjeong. While Korea has had many powerful and influential queens throughout its history, few have actually ruled. Queen Munjeong was an exception. The wife of King Jungjong, she ruled Korea as queen regent for 19 years (1545–1565), when her son King Myeongjong was too young to rule. As a master administrator, she continued to rule Korea even after Myeongjong reached the age of majority. In fact, her rule ended only with her death in 1565.

Amongst Munjeong’s accomplishments was her promotion of a Buddhist revival. Under the kings of Joseon, Buddhism was subject to severe persecution in favor of Neo-Confucianism. With the queen’s support, though, it experienced a resurgence. The Buddhist temple of Bongeunsa, located in Seoul’s Samseong-dong district (not far from Seonjeongneung, the tomb of her husband) was rebuilt under her patronage.

Donggureung Tomb Complex

The largest of the Joseon tomb clusters, Donggureung is the final resting place of seven kings and ten queens, including the founder of the Joseon dynasty, Taejo, and its 21st king, Yeongjo. The 52-year reign of King Yeongjo (r. 1724–1776) saw the height of Korea’s Confucian civilization. The kingdom’s economy achieved a full
recovery from the debilitating wars of the 16th and 17th centuries, and Yeongjo’s many political, social, and economic reforms laid the groundwork for its subsequent prosperity during the “Joseon Renaissance” of the 18th century.

Yeongjo acceded to the throne at the age of 29 and ruled until his death at 81. He was the son of the similarly long-reigning King Sukjong, a capable monarch who reigned for 46 largely peaceful and prosperous years. Yeongjo was a deeply Confucian king, highly schooled in the Confucian classics and Confucian statecraft. He took great pains to rationalize the tax system and state revenues and improve the lives of the common folk through education, technology, and trade. He took a strong stand against corruption, sending his renowned secret inspector Park Mun-su around the country on missions to catch and punish corrupt officials.

Gwangneung

Located in one of Korea’s most beautiful forests, which is also home to the Gwangneung National Arboretum, Gwangneung is the tomb
of Sejo, one of the dynasty’s most energetic kings. The second son of King Sejong the Great, Sejo proved himself a very effective monarch during his 13-year reign (1455–1468). His path to the throne was a brutal one—he took power in a coup, seizing the throne from his 12-year-old nephew Danjong, whom he exiled to a remote area of Korea. When six respected scholars plotted a counter-coup to restore Danjong to the throne, he had them killed. Danjong, too, soon died—it is believed that Sejo had him killed to prevent further threats to his power.

His path to the top might have been bloody, but Sejo was an able ruler, strengthening the power of the monarchy by weakening the authority of subordinate officials. He also reformed national administration, allowing the government to better tax and protect the population. To provide a basis for the dynasty, Sejo had compiled the Grand Code for State Administration, Korea’s first written constitution. He also encouraged learning, with a particular view toward bettering the lives of Korea’s people.

YEONGNEUNG

Located in Yeoju, Yeongneung is the tomb of the greatest of Joseon’s rulers, King Sejong the Great. His interests extended far beyond politics into science and culture. A tremendous patron of the sciences, he oversaw the development of a number of key publications and technologies, including agricultural handbooks,
weather instruments (including the world’s first rain gauge) and a water clock.

King Sejong’s greatest accomplishment, however, was overseeing the creation of Korea’s ingenious writing system, the Hangeul alphabet. Prior to the creation of the alphabet, Chinese characters were used for written communication, which limited literacy to only a small, educated elite. The king put together a committee to create a scientific but easy-to-learn alphabet that could better express the sounds of the Korean language. The result, promulgated in 1446, was a 28-letter alphabet, originally called the Hunminjeongeum (“Proper Sounds for the Instruction of the People”).

The tomb was originally located in what is now Seoul’s Seocho District before being moved to its current location in 1469 due to the spot’s especially good geomantic properties. The local topography is said to resemble a phoenix landing with open wings, and the tomb can look straight south, an arrangement that, according to feng shui, would allow the spirit of the king to look after the nation for 10,000 years. In fact, it is said that the relocation of the tomb to its current spot allowed the Joseon Dynasty to last an additional 100 years.

Sejong’s queen, Soheon Hwanghu, is also buried on the site, as are King Hyojong and his queen at the twin Nyeongneung tomb.
The Joseon Dynasty has been aptly referred to as the dynasty of records. In particular, this is centered around the Annals of the Joseon Dynasty (Joseon Wangjo Sillok), a comprehensive compilation of the dynasty’s history. The Annals were compiled to document “the political achievements and all other matters during the reign of a ruler.” The Joseon Dynasty sought to maintain an independent and organized system of records for the documentation and preservation of history without distortion. Even today, these records continue to provide valuable insight into the contemporary affairs of the Korean Peninsula.

**History of Annals**

In East Asia, annals originated in China, during the Southern and Northern Dynasties period (420–581), when Zhou Xingsi compiled...
two volumes to record the reigns of emperors of the Liang Dynasty (502–557). Thereafter, annals were compiled for each ruler of the Sui Dynasty (581–618) and the Tang Dynasty (618–906). The compilation of annals became a tradition for successive Chinese dynasties, while also serving as a model for Korea, which maintained annals for its rulers from the time of the Goryeo period (918–1392). Unfortunately, the annals of Goryeo are forever lost, disappearing amid a whirlwind of national crises caused by foreign invasions.

The Joseon era included 27 rulers, starting with King Taejo and ending with King Sunjong. In each case, the annals for the king were published after his death. Generally, the annals were consistently prepared in accordance with formal procedures, the exceptions being the reigns of Gojong, the 26th ruler, and his successor Sunjong, the final Joseon king. This was because the
previous Office of Records (Chunchugwan) had not been maintained during the period of Japan’s colonial rule, so the annals for Gojong and Sunjong could not be properly prepared in accordance with established practices. Moreover, the Japanese authorities seriously distorted the facts regarding relevant matters, thereby undermining their value as historical records. As such, the name “Annals of the Joseon Dynasty” typically refers to those of the 472-year period from Taejo to Cheoljong (r. 1831–1863), the 25th ruler, while excluding the reigns of Gojong and Sunjong.

**UNESCO’s Memory of the World Register**

The *Annals of the Joseon Dynasty* have been designated as Korea’s National Treasure No. 151 and a world documentary heritage by UNESCO. To supplement its designation of cultural sites and attractions, UNESCO initiated a “Memory of the World” program in 1997 to recognize documentary treasures such as archive holdings and library collections. The *Annals*, along with the *Hunminjeongeum* manuscript (the document that promulgated Korea’s Hangeul writing system), were among the first documentary treasures to be registered by UNESCO under this program.

There are numerous reasons for the designation of the *Annals* as one of UNESCO’s first Memory of the World heritages. Above all else, the *Annals* are noteworthy for covering the history of the world’s longest continuous dynasty (472 years), providing objective accounts on political affairs and everyday life during the rule of each monarch, having the original content fully preserved, and existing in four copies produced with movable metal type. In addition, they have served as an invaluable reference for research into the history and relationships of the various nations of East Asia.

All Confucian nations compiled annals, but several factors
distinguish those of the Joseon Dynasty from those of other countries. Although the annals of China’s Ming and Qing Dynasties have been preserved—comprising some 2,909 volumes and 3,000 volumes, respectively—the period covered amounts to less than half the 472 years included in the Annals of the Joseon Dynasty. In addition, the Ming and Qing annals only recorded matters related to political affairs, while the Annals of the Joseon Dynasty combined coverage of political matters with a wealth of information on the Joseon society, culture, economy, military affairs, and diplomacy.

Japan compiled the Veritable Records of Emperor Montoku and Veritable Records of Three Reigns of Japan during the late ninth
and early tenth centuries. Although these records are notable in terms of volume and content, the originals have been lost.

Vietnam is also known to have compiled annals in the 18th century, most prominently the *Veritable Records of Dai Nam*, which include 85 volumes of biographies on individuals from the different historical periods. But the contents are rather brief, primarily focusing on the political affairs of the royal court.

The details and volume of the *Annals of the Joseon Dynasty* are truly extraordinary—they even include the historiographers’ commentary on various specific events and individuals. The annals well deserve to be placed on the UNESCO’s Memory of the World register as a documentary treasure in recognition of their social, cultural, and philosophical value.

**Why Were the Annals Compiled?**

Humankind sought to keep records even before the invention of paper and writing systems, as evidenced by the efforts of early man to record basic patterns and animal images in ancient cave paintings and rock carvings. It is clear that people at some point developed a keen interest in maintaining records using symbolic depictions.

Korea’s culture of record keeping also developed at a very early date. Moreover, interest in history was especially keen among nations that espoused Confucian principles, since it was believed that the past served as a mirror of the present and future. Indeed, early historical records would often include references to “mirrors” in their titles.

The practice of maintaining objective records that detailed the achievements of a king without embellishment or redaction served as a means of checking the absolute power of a monarch. In China and Korea, historiographers and royal advisors were responsible for
The *Uigwe*, Another UNESCO Memory of the World

As a Confucian kingdom, the Joseon Dynasty put great emphasis on rites and ceremonies. These rites and ceremonies were recorded in a collection of texts and illustrations called the *Uigwe*. This collection covers all manner of royal events, including weddings, funerals, and royal banquets and festivities.

Whenever an event was held, a temporary government office was set up to document it in words and illustrations in order to serve as a guide for future events of a similar nature. The *Uigwe* also documented who was involved, staff numbers, and even specifics regarding the architecture, making them a priceless historical resource shedding light on royal life in the Joseon Dynasty.

Organized by time and theme, the *Uigwe* currently consists of 3,895 volumes, most stored at the former royal libraries of Gyujanggak (at Seoul National University) and Jangseogak (at the Academy of Korean Studies). In 1866, a set of 297 volumes stored at the royal archive on Ganghwa-do were seized by French marines during a raid on the Korean island. Another 160 were seized by the Japanese during the colonial era. In 2010, however, the Japanese agreed to return their volumes to Korea, and in May 2011 France agreed to lease its volumes—until that point stored at the Bibliothèque Nationale de France—to Korea on a renewable basis.
curbing any excesses of royal authority. If advisors sought to monitor royal power during a monarch’s reign, historiographers evaluated the king after his death and determined his legacy; failing to pass the latter test was often a far more fearsome prospect. Even Yeonsangun (r. 1494–1506), the infamous tyrant of the Joseon Dynasty, was known to say, “The thing I fear most is the judgment of history.”

The historical consciousness of East Asia was dominated by Confucianism. With this Confucian appreciation of history, rulers were ever sensitive to the fact that their actions would be judged by future generations. Thus, even though Confucianism lacked a deity figure, the piety of this historical consciousness served to constrain the ruler’s absolute authority, along with being a primary

---

**YEONSAngun AND THE LITERATI PurGES**

Despite displaying an early gift for administration and governance, Yeonsangun eventually became regarded as the worst tyrant in the history of the Joseon Dynasty, known mostly for his bloody purges of the nation’s literati and his licentiousness. His violence and hostility toward the kingdom’s scholarly elite was partly attributable to his initial desire to strengthen the power of the king vis-à-vis the literati.

His first opportunity to strike came in 1498 when Kim Il-son, a disciple of the great Neo-Confucian scholar Kim Jong-ik, was helping put together the royal annals of King Seongjong. Another scholar attached to the project, who was personally hostile to Kim, accused him of including a paragraph condemning King Sejo’s usurpation of the throne. As Yeonsangun’s line came from Sejo,
motivation behind the compilation of annals. In addition, the
Confucian respect for precedence over ideological principle was
another reason for the compilation of comprehensive annals based
on objective accounts.

The annals were not planned and compiled by any specified
group of persons at a particular time; instead, they involved the
accumulation of records compiled from the time that a new king
took the throne. Despite this lengthy period of 472 years, the annals
included records of events for every single day, without exception—
a thoroughness attributable to the aforementioned Confucian
consciousness of history. It was also this attitude that motivated
historiographers to stake their lives on assuring the objectivity and
accuracy of the various records.

this was deemed treason, and the monarch launched the so-called Literati
Purge of 1498, in which he executed six scholars—Kim among them—and
exiled another thirty-one.

In 1504, Yeonsangun launched an even bloodier purge. This one, however,
was sparked by the king learning that his birth mother was, in fact, a
deposed queen who had been poisoned on the orders of court officials to
prevent her restoration. The king purged everyone he believed to be
involved in his mother’s death. Some 36 scholars were executed, and over
200 others were exiled or removed from office. The death toll was actually
much greater than this, as the king ordered the scholar’s family members
punished, too—the male relatives put to death, the females enslaved.

Eventually, Yeonsangun’s excesses were too much to bear, and in 1506
surviving scholars launched a successful coup, replacing him with his half-
brother King Jungjong. The deposed king was sent into exile and died that
same year; his favorite concubine, who was widely blamed for encouraging
his misrule, was beheaded. Because of his tyranny and misrule, and
because he was overthrown, Yeonsangun was never given a royal temple
name (in Korea, usually a name ending with “jong”) after his death like the
other kings of Joseon.
Compilation Procedures

In 1409, the year after Joseon Dynasty founder King Taejo died, his successor King Taejong instructed his court officials to compile Taejo’s annals. Various officials called for a delay in the compilation process, since King Taejo had not been dead for long and all the key figures from his reign were still alive. But Taejong insisted, and the annals of Taejo were ultimately compiled and finalized, thereby establishing the dynasty’s tradition of maintaining annals.

The basic materials of the compilation included daily accounts recorded by court historiographers about any and all matters related to the king. During the Joseon period, the court retained eight full-time historiographers who would be alternately assigned to keep detailed records on the comings and goings of the king. Upon the death of a king, the daily accounts were submitted to the Office for Annals Compilation (Sillokcheong). In addition, the journals maintained by the various government offices were used as reference materials during the compilation process.

The Office for Annals Compilation, which would be established upon a king’s death for the sole purpose of overseeing the compilation of his annals, was staffed by senior-ranking officials along with various support personnel. Formal regulations were established in regard to the format and content of the annals as well as operational procedures. The regulations provided guidelines on such matters as the scope of reference materials to be used for compiling the relevant content, the recording of royal orders and administrative documents issued during the king’s reign, information about notable retainers who had died in the interval, dates and weather, information about court personnel, reports and proposals submitted to the king, tributes from the provinces, and private affairs, including controversial matters. Notably, the annals included subjective commentary from the historiographers on
particular events and individuals.

In accordance with the regulations, the office’s organizational structure included a chief compiler who supervised various departments and working-level staff. Each department prepared a draft of the content for a specified period of the king’s reign, which would be reviewed and revised before being finalized. This three-step process was helpful for minimizing clerical errors and omissions; its primary aim, however, was to ensure the objectivity of the content.

Notably, the activities of the Office for Annals Compilation were carefully recorded and maintained in the Manuals of the Office for Annals Compilation. At the conclusion of the compilation process, the draft documents and revisions would be erased by rinsing the papers in water. Hard evidence of the compilation process was thus eliminated, and the paper would also be reusable.

As time went on, the annals became less diverse compared to those of the early years of the Joseon period. Political matters were increasingly emphasized, thus limiting the scope of the information. Although it has been said that this resulted from efforts to ensure the objectivity of the content or a narrow focus on the ruling class, this development was the product of the dynastic society of a particular period and does not necessarily detract from the overall value of the annals. Most significantly, the compilation of annals reflected a 1,000-year tradition stretched from the Goryeo Dynasty through the Joseon Dynasty, and the Annals of the Joseon Dynasty remain preserved intact. Indeed, they are without parallel among documentary treasures in terms of their breadth and detail, and there is no doubt that they are a most precious cultural heritage.
Although the *Annals of the Joseon Dynasty* have been duly recognized as an incomparable documentary treasure, this would not have been possible without an elaborate and scientific system of maintenance and preservation. This included the building of archives in remote mountainous regions, where the annals could be safely stored for future generations, along with the establishment of nearby guardian temples to protect the archives during times of crisis.

The annals would be stored in special boxes, packed with medicinal herbs to ward off insects and absorb moisture. They were also aired out once every two years as part of a continuous maintenance and preservation process. It was this rigid adherence to painstaking procedure that enabled the *Annals of the Joseon Dynasty* to be maintained in their original form over all the intervening centuries.


**Mountain Archives**

Following the compilation of an edition of the *Annals of the Joseon Dynasty*, the Office of Records would preside over an enshrinement ceremony. Thereafter, one copy would be stored at the Office of Records in Seoul, and another would be kept at each of the archives in the provinces. In the early years of the Joseon Dynasty, the annals were stored in the Office of Records and at the provincial centers of Chungju, Jeonju, and Seongju. There were concerns, however, about the risk of them being damaged by fire or looted from the provincial centers. Indeed, during the reign of King Jungjong (r. 1506–1544), a fire did occur at the Seongju archives, supposedly started when someone tried to scare off some pigeons.

The Japanese invasions of Korea in the years from 1592 to 1598 showed just how difficult it was to protect archives that were

Produced in 1872, this map depicts the archive facility located on Mt. Jeoksangsan in Muju. The facility housed an entire original set of the *Annals of the Joseon Dynasty.*
situated in city areas, where they could easily be accessed. The Office of Records in Seoul and the archives in Chungju and Seongju, which were readily accessible to the invaders, ended up being destroyed by fire, along with the annals stored therein. Fortunately, the materials at the Jeonju archives had been relocated to Mt. Naejangsan thanks to the dedicated efforts of Confucian scholars, which contributed to their safe preservation.

Although the Japanese intruders were eventually fended off, it was apparent that having archives in city areas was highly problematic, with the threat of loss due to foreign invasion, fire, or theft. It was decided that they could be better protected through relocation to remote mountainous areas, despite the logistical complications that resulted from the limited access.

Accordingly, in addition to the Office of Records in Seoul, archives were developed at Mt. Manisan on the island of Ganghwa-do; Mt. Myohyangsan in Yeongbyeon, Pyeongan Province; Mt. Taebaeksan in Bongha, Gyeongsang Province; and Mt. Odaesan in Pyeongchang, Gangwon Province. The Mt. Myohyangsan archives were later relocated to a better fortified area on Mt. Jeoksansan in Muju, Jeolla Province, in anticipation of a possible
Reclaiming the Annals

In 1913, the Mt. Odaesan archives—some 888 volumes covering 472 years of the Joseon Dynasty, from Taejo to Cheoljong—were illegally whisked away to Japan on the orders of Masatake Terauchi, the first Governor General of Korea. In 1923, most of the collection was destroyed in the Great Kanto Earthquake. Fortunately, 74 volumes survived the quake and the subsequent fires, as they were on loan to Tokyo Imperial University. In 1932, 27 volumes of this surviving collection were returned to Keijo Imperial University, as today’s Seoul National University was then called.

In 2006, Seoul National University and Tokyo University reached an agreement on the return of the remaining volumes to Korea, where they would be kept at Seoul National University’s Gyujanggak Library. In July of that year, the annals were finally returned to Korea after a 93-year absence.

A formal ritual conducted at Woljeongsa Temple on Mt. Odaesan in Pyeongchang to commemorate the return of a copy of the Annals of the Joseon Dynasty from Japan
invasion by the Later Jin Dynasty (1616–1636, later to become the Qing Dynasty). The Mt. Manisan archives on Ganghwa-do were seriously damaged during the Manchu Invasion of 1636 and then again by a fire in 1653, which led to their relocation to the nearby Mt. Jeongjoksan in 1660.

During the later Joseon period, four provincial archives were maintained at Mt. Jeongjoksan, Mt. Jeoksangsan, Mt. Taebaeksan, and Mt. Odaesan. With guardian temples erected nearby for the defense of the archives, this archival system was maintained consistently until the demise of the Joseon Dynasty.

**Regular Maintenance**

The *Annals* have been praised as a representative example of the extraordinary record-keeping culture of the Joseon era, but the *Records of Annals Status (Sillok Hyeongjian)* are worthy of note as well. These records were maintained to document the condition of the annals whenever the archives had to be opened on such occasions as the enshrinement of a new edition, the airing out of the volumes, the review of documents, and maintenance of the archives building. The *Records* thus represented a compilation of the inspection details for the archive holdings.

Whenever the archives were opened, the types and number of volumes stored in the archives and in each individual box would be noted in the *Records*, along with a list of the historiographers and staff in attendance. These documents provide evidence that the *Annals* documents in the archives were regularly inspected and maintained.

The periodic airing out of the volumes was a time-consuming effort that reflected the conscientious attention paid to proper maintenance of the annals. The airing out, called *poswae*, was
necessary to prevent the accumulation of moisture (which could cause rotting and bug infestation) and ensure the long-term preservation of the documents. Ordinarily, the process was carried out on clear spring or autumn days, with a senior historiographer dispatched on royal orders to oversee the proceedings.

The archives were located in remote mountain areas, which often required a physically demanding trek. Nevertheless, the historiographers considered it a high honor to be dispatched for archival assignments. Moreover, they regarded proper maintenance and preservation of the annals as a solemn obligation and paid no mind to personal sacrifice or hardship. Provincial officials would extend generous hospitality to historiographers from the royal palace. Indeed, the preservation of the annals was a matter of paramount importance for everyone involved.

Today, some 500 volumes of the Records of Annals Status are stored in Seoul National University’s Gyujanggak. The content of these documents focuses primarily on the periodic airing out and inspections of the annals, without which the preservation of this documentary treasure in its original state would likely not have been possible.
The popular TV historical drama *Daejanggeum (Jewel in the Palace)* has been one of the primary forces behind the remarkable “Korean Wave” phenomenon, which has spread to nearly every corner of the world. Yet this drama evolved out of a chance event. Producer Lee Byung-hoon was working on the historical drama *Heo Jun* when he came across a noteworthy passage while searching the *Annals of the Joseon Dynasty* for information about the eponymous figure, a Joseon court physician (1539–1615) who attended the royal family. What caught his eye was a statement from King Jeongjong, who declared, “No one knows my illnesses as well as Jang-geum.”

During the Joseon era, the king’s physicians were all male. It is thus curious that Jang-geum, a woman (who would ordinarily assume the role of nurse), would be the person most familiar with the king’s physical condition. This incongruity prompted Lee to
conduct additional research on Jang-geum, eventually leading to his development of the historical drama. So the genesis of Daejanggeum can be traced back to the chance discovery of a single line in the Annals about Seo Jang-geum, a nurse from a commoner family.

But it would not have been possible to take even one step along this path without a monumental effort to translate the Annals of the Joseon Dynasty into Korean and convert them into digital format. What would the producers have done to find background information for Heo Jun and Daejanggeum?

**Digital Age Revival**

The original Annals texts cover a wide variety of subjects stretching over the course of the entire Joseon era, including matters related to politics, military affairs, diplomacy, the economy, society, history, prominent figures, and institutions. The content is particularly

---

Thanks to the digitization of Annals content and its translation into Korean from classic Chinese, even young students can access and read it.
noteworthy for the minute detail of its accounts of every aspect of society: the words and actions of the king, his political successes and failures, and the private lives of individuals. In this sense, they were not unlike the newspapers of today. With so many aspects of the 500 years of the Joseon Dynasty recorded in the Annals, they are truly worthy of being called a treasure trove of historical and cultural information without precedent anywhere else in the world.

Yet before they were translated into Korean and digitized, the extensive content was quite unwieldy and cumbersome: 1,893 volumes in 888 books; 133,968 pages; and 189,867,695 characters. They contained so much information that it took a great deal of time and effort to find a particular reference. Furthermore, this voluminous content is written entirely in classical Chinese—unless you were highly proficient in classical Chinese, your understanding of the texts would be extremely superficial. Even experts in classical Chinese would only be capable of reading about 50 pages per day, meaning that it would take about seven years to read all 133,968 pages of the complete Annals. As a result, they were extremely difficult for even scholars of Korean history to use as a reference.

To remedy this situation, a project to translate them into Korean was launched in 1968 and completed in 1993 after 26 years of concerted efforts. About 3,000 Korean scholars participated in this endeavor, which marked the most substantial project in the field of Korean history in modern times.

Equally important was a digitization project to make the Annals easier to use. In order
for the Korean translation to serve as an effective resource for research, the content had to be digitized. For this, an *Annals of the Joseon Dynasty* CD-ROM Publishing Committee was formed in April 1994. A CD-ROM version of the *Annals* in Korean translation was subsequently released in March 1995, containing all 413 books in a three-disk set. In December 2007, the National Institute of Korean History completed a two-year initiative, the *Annals of the Joseon Dynasty* National Online Service Project, which can be accessed at its website (http://sillok.history.go.kr).

**Blurring of Fact and Fiction**

In addition to providing background information for historical dramas, the *Annals* are also being used as “total content” and a “multipurpose resource” by every segment of Korea’s cultural industry. Elements found in the *Annals* are being adapted and expanded upon in combination with other areas through a kind of synergy process. The most representative example of this process is
the highly successful play Yi, based on the life of Gong-gil, a clown (court entertainer) mentioned in the Annals.

Yi boasts a distinctive cast of characters and a touching storyline derived from the Annals’ detailed accounts about the goings-on of the Joseon royal court. After its opening in 2000, it went on to become the most successful original play in Korea. At the awards ceremony of the National Theater Association of Korea, it scored a clean sweep, capturing awards for Best Play, Best Drama, and Best Actor.

This stage success was next taken to the silver screen, in the form of the film The King and the Clown. Released in 2005, it became the No. 1 box office hit in the history of Korean cinema, pulling in more than 12.3 million viewers. The Yi storyline would be also adapted into a book of the same title that same year, again enjoying success as a bestseller.

Yi is the most prominent example of how the various historical references of the Annals have combined with the convenience of advanced data-processing technology to spur the development of rich cultural content for the theater, film, and publishing.

Nowadays, the history sections of Korea’s bookstores house a growing number of books on such topics as the educational system of the Joseon royal court, the intimate lives and loves of Joseon royal women, and behind-the-scenes power struggles and palace
conspiracies. The content of the Annals has also been published in a wide variety of book formats, including a popular graphic novel version. In addition to confirming that reality can be stranger than fiction, the Annals serve as an endless wells inspiration for content in every cultural field.

**User-Friendly Annals**

The digital format and online access of the Annals has provide a wide assortment of benefits. Most notably, they are no longer the exclusive resource of experts in classical Chinese—today, they are available to the general public. This has led to a steady swell in the general public’s interest in the Joseon period, while Korea’s knowledge and cultural content industries have received an infusion of dynamic energy. All of this was made possible by the combination of the Annals of the Joseon Dynasty (Korean Translation) with cutting-edge data processing technology.

Sustaining this positive momentum will require the development of a glossary for the words and terminology, which are difficult for even history scholars to understand. In addition, with the Annals now accessible online to all Koreans and everyone else in the world, there needs to be serious consideration of efforts to translate them into foreign languages.

If the interests of people in Korea and abroad can be served by revealing the historical and cultural contents of the Annals of the Joseon Dynasty, it might be reasonable to expect another miracle, one even more remarkable than the digitization, to take place in the creative content industry, academia, and the cultural world.
The extraordinary success of the play Yi has been attributed to the intriguing character of Gong-gil, whose life story is documented in the Annals of the Joseon Dynasty. Playwright Kim Tae-ung, who wrote the script for Yi, learned about an aspect of Korea’s traditional entertainment referred to as “amusing witticisms.” “Clown” was a term used during the Joseon period to refer to a performer or entertainer, including those who recited such witticisms before an audience of the king and court officials at the palace.

While searching the Annals for information on “amusing witticisms,” he came across a reference to the clown Gong-gil, which read:

*Quoting the Analects, the clown Gong-gil said, “The king should comport himself as befits a king, the vassal as befits a vassal, the father as befits a father, and the son as befits a son. When the king is not a king and the vassal is not a vassal, how can one eat what grain there is?” Gong-gil’s quoting of the Analects was declared blasphemous, and he was driven into faraway exile with a flogging stick.*

- Annals of Yeonsangun, Volume 60, Page 22

After reading this account, the playwright was perplexed about the relationship between the king, the all-powerful ruler, and the clown, who occupied one of the lowest rungs of the social order. This scenario provided the spark for Kim’s storyline for Yi, which was subsequently adapted into the film The King and the Clown.
The story for the film *Singijeon* is rooted in the development of the *singijeon*, a military weapon that was first referred to in the *Annals of King Sejong* in 1448. This Joseon-era rocket launcher was based on a prototype designed by Choe Mu-seon during the Goryeo period (918–1392). In the film, Sejong orders its development as a means of bolstering the country’s defenses against intrusions by the Ming Dynasty (1368–1644) of China. The film depicts historical events and the political situation together with the personal relationships of its vividly portrayed characters, all drawn from the texts of the *Annals*.

The 1995 film *Eternal Empire* is similarly drawn from a tale discovered in the *Annals*. In the archive of August 8, 1793, during the reign of King Jeongjo, there is an account of how the king came into possession of the “Geumdeungjisa,” a letter written by his predecessor, King Yeongjo, that was supposed to have expressed regret for the execution of his son (and Jeongjo’s father), Crown Prince Sado. This provided fodder for the film, based on a best-selling novel of the same name. *Eternal Empire* is an examination of the factional and ideological tension that accompanied the 18th century “Joseon Renaissance” under Yeongjo and Jeongjo. An official named Jang Jong-o, entrusted by King Jeongjo to arrange the archives of his grandfather King Yeongjo, is discovered dead from unknown causes. Suspecting his factional enemies, who wish to keep him from strengthening royal authority at the expense of the aristocratic class, Jeongjo orders both an investigation and a search for a mysterious book that might clear his father’s name and provide a means of eliminating his factional enemies once and for all. A nail-biter of a thriller, the film won best picture at the 1995 Grand Bell Awards.
HISTORY OF THE JOSEON DYNASTY

FOUNDATION OF THE DYNASTY

By the late 14th century, Korea’s Goryeo Dynasty was on its last legs. It, too, had ruled Korea for close to five centuries, but the rise of military officials in the late 12th century and a century of domination by the Mongols had severely weakened the authority of the Goryeo kings. In the provinces, local notables assumed for themselves greater autonomy; even at the court, Confucian scholars burned with resentment at the wealth and corruption of the state-supported Buddhist religious establishment. Discontent and sedition were rife.

The collapse of the Mongol-ruled Yuan Dynasty in China and the rise of the Ming Dynasty provided the catalyst for Goryeo’s final collapse. In 1388, the Goryeo king, responding to a diplomatic affront from the Ming and encouraged by pro-Yuan officials, ordered a punitive invasion of Manchuria. Yi Seong-gye, a prominent pro-Ming general, was placed in command of the invasion force. When he reached the Sino-Korean border, however, he revolted. Leading his troops south, he seized the royal capital of Gaeseong. After ruling briefly through a series of puppet kings, he completed the coup by terminating the old Goryeo Dynasty and assuming the throne himself. The Joseon Dynasty was born.
Backed by prominent Confucian scholars and ideologues, Yi began building a model Confucian state, led by a strong king assisted by a cabinet of learned Confucian ministers. Buddhism, which had enjoyed the patronage of Korean dynasties since the fourth century, was repressed; Buddhist influence at the court was eliminated. Society was to be reorganized along Confucian lines, led by a scholar elite class, the yangban.

THE GOLDEN AGE OF EARLY JOSEON

Led by a series of strong kings, the early Joseon Dynasty witnessed great cultural growth. King Taejo moved the royal capital from Gaeseong to a new city, today’s Seoul, which he had built virtually from scratch. The third king, Taejong, was a brutally ambitious man who played a vital role in bringing his father, Taejo, to power and killed two of his brothers to become crown prince. Taejong built an absolute monarchy, strengthened national defense, and generally improved the lives of his subjects.

Taejo’s son, King Sejong the Great, ruled over the cultural highpoint of early Joseon. Widely considered the greatest Korean leader ever, Sejong was a Renaissance man and the epitome of the scholar-king. Under his long reign, major advances were made in Korean science, technology, and culture in fields as diverse as astronomy, literature, and
music. Valuing ability over class, he promoted men of talent like Jang Yeong-sil, the low-born scientist who became Korea’s best-known inventor. He assembled the best minds in the land at the Jiphyeonjeon, or Hall of Worthies, a royal academy tasked with a variety of scholarly endeavors, the greatest of which was the development of Korea’s ingenious indigenous script, Hangeul.

**MARTYRS, PURGES, AND FACTIONAL STRIFE**

Sejong was replaced by his son, Munjong, who died just two years into his reign. He was followed by the 12-year-old Danjong in 1452. Ruling in the boy king’s place was his powerful uncle, who in 1455 seized power for himself as King Sejo. When six ministers loyal to Danjong—most of them members of the Jiphyeonjeon—attempted to restore the boy to the throne, Sejo had them executed.

Despite the bloody manner in which he came to power, Sejo was an able king who developed the Korean economy, defended Korea’s northern border against Manchu raiders, and published a compilation of laws that served as Korea’s first real constitution. Sejo was succeeded by his physically frail son, who died soon after ascending the throne. The scholarly King Seongjong, his successor, enjoyed a much more fruitful reign: overseeing economic growth, bringing liberal scholars into the court, and reforming the political system to give scholars a check on royal authority.

Unfortunately, Seongjong’s son, Yeonsangun, was a debauched, bloody-minded tyrant. He launched a series of murderous purges of court scholars, killing many of the country’s finest minds. He even turned the famous Seongyungwan, Korea’s highest Confucian academy, into a virtual brothel. In 1506, he was deposed by his half-brother. For the Joseon Dynasty, the 16th century was defined by factional strife. Cliques of scholars gathered around individual princes or officials and engaged in a high-risk, and sometimes fatal,
game of court politics. Winners got influence and status; losers were exiled or executed. This factional strife, which would continue in one form or another for almost the entire dynasty, paralyzed the court, robbed the nation of talent, and ensured that Korea was ill-prepared for the crises that would unfold in the late 16th and 17th centuries.

**JAPANESE INVASIONS**

In May 1592, a massive Japanese army invaded Korea, the opening move in Japanese warlord Toyotomi Hideyoshi’s gambit to conquer Asia. Poorly prepared for the invasion, Korea’s defenders were overwhelmed, and the Japanese raced up the peninsula. The Imjin War, as the seven years of fighting came to be called, came to an end in 1598. The Japanese invasion left Korea devastated.

Things improved little in the first half of the next century. The civil war in China between the Ming Dynasty and the rising Manchus again spilled over into Korean domestic politics. King Gwanghaegun tried to maintain neutrality, but he was overthrown in a coup and replaced by the pro-Ming King Injo. In 1627, a large Manchu army invaded Joseon and forced Injo to recognize the Manchus. In 1636, the Manchus invaded again, this time forcing Injo to cut off relations with the Ming and recognize the Manchus as their tributary sovereigns.
THE JOSEON RENAISSANCE

The 18th century proved much kinder to Joseon. Under the able kings Yeongjo and Jeongjo, Korea entered into a new period of peace, stability, and prosperity. Yeongjo was a philosopher-king in the Confucian mold who oversaw Korea’s final recovery from the wars and chaos of the preceding century. His grandson Jeongjo was a visionary reformer who promoted scholars of the silhak movement, a school of Confucian thought that sought to refocus learning on practical matters of science and good governance. He created a royal library, the Gyujanggak, in which he placed talented men like the famed scholar Jeong Yak-yong. New ideas of science, technology, and religion—including Roman Catholicism—began filtering into Korea.

After Jeongjo, however, the Joseon court descended into a period of factional strife and nepotism, best represented by the rise of the Andong Kim clan, who controlled the kings of the latter Joseon Dynasty by supplying queens. The low point came under the reign of King Cheoljong who served as a puppet of the Andong Kims.

THE END

In 1863, the 11-year-old Gojong was raised to the throne. In the child’s place, his father, Heungseon Daewongun, ruled as the prince regent. An isolationist and conservative reformer, Heungseon Daewongun crushed the power of the Andong Kim family and
undertook a campaign to strengthen royal authority. This is best exemplified by the reconstruction of Gyeongbokgung, which had remained in a state of ruin since the Japanese invasions of the late 16th century. His isolationism, including his bloody persecution of Catholics, led to clashes with the imperial powers of the West and Japan.

Ruling on his own since 1873, Gojong tried to modernize his nation to prevent its domination by Japan, China, Russia, or other imperial powers. It was too little, too late, however. In 1894, a massive peasant uprising in Korea’s southwest sparked Chinese and Japanese military intervention. This, in turn, led to the First Sino-Japanese War (1894–1895), won by Japan. In 1895, the Japanese assassinated King Gojong’s anti-Japanese queen, Empress Myeongseong. Fearing for his life, Gojong fled to the Russian Legation, where he spent a whole year. In 1897, Gojong left the legation and took up residence at Deoksugung, where he declared the Daehan Empire, with himself as Emperor Gwangmu. Imperial competition for Korea continued, however—in 1904, Russia and Japan went to war, won in dramatic fashion the following year by Japan. Finally, in 1910, the Japanese annexed Korea outright, making the country a part of the Japanese empire. The Joseon Dynasty, which had ruled Korea in an unbroken line since 1392, had been brought to an end.
OTHER INFORMATION

Palaces in Seoul

GYEONGBOKGUNG

Hours: 9 am to 6 pm (Mar to May, Sep, and Oct), 9 am to 6:30 pm (Jun to Aug), 9 am to 5 pm (Nov to Feb). Ticket sales stop one hour to closing. Closed Tuesdays.

Admission: 3,000 won

Getting There: Gyeongbokgung Station, Line 3, Exit 5; Gwanghwamun Station, Line 5, Exit 1

Guided Tours: Free Guided tours in English are given at 11 am, 1:30 pm and 3:30 pm. Tours begin outside the information office inside Heungnyemun Gate and take about an hour. Tours are also given in Japanese and Chinese—inquire at the information office for times.

Tel: 02-3700-3900  Website: www.royalpalace.go.kr

CHANGDEOKGUNG

Hours: 9 am to 6 pm (Feb to May, Sep, and Oct), 9 am to 6:30 pm (Jun to Aug), 9 am to 5:30 pm (Nov to Jan). Ticket sales stop one hour to closing. Closed Mondays.

Admission: 3,000 won (general tour), 5,000 won (Huwon Garden tour)

Getting There: Exit 3 of Anguk Station, Line 3. Walk past the Hyundai Building.
Guided Tours and Special Tour: English tours are conducted twice daily—at 10:30 am and 2:30 pm. Tours in Japanese and Chinese are available, too. To enter the Huwon Garden, you need to join a separate guided tour. Tickets to this tour can be purchased from the gate at the entrance of the garden.
Tel: 02-762-8261  Website: www.cdg.go.kr

CHANGGYEONGGUNG

Hours: 9 am to 6 pm (Feb to May, Sep, and Oct), 9 am to 6:30 pm (Jun to Aug), 9 am to 5:30 pm (Nov to Jan). Ticket sales stop one hour to closing. Closed Mondays.
Admission: 1,000 won
Getting There: Exit 4, Hyehwa Station, Line 4. Walk 15 minute
Guided Tours: English language tours are given 11 am and 4 pm. Korean, Japanese and Chinese language tours are given as well.
Tel: 02-762-4868~9  Website: http://cgg.cha.go.kr

DEOKSUGUNG

Hours: 9 am to 9 pm. Ticket sales stop one hour to closing. Closed Mondays.
Admission: 1,000 won
Getting There: City Hall Station, Line 1, Exit 2; Line 2, Exit 12
Guided Tours: English language tours of the palace are given at 10:30 am on Tuesday to Friday, and 1:40 pm on Saturday and Sunday. Japanese, Chinese and Korean language tours are also available.
Tel: 02-771-9951  Website: www.deoksugung.go.kr

GYEONGHUIGUNG

Hours: 9 am to 6 pm. Closed Mondays.
Admission: Free
Getting There: Gwanghwamun Station, Line 5, Exit 1 or 8. Walk 5 mintues.
Tel: 02-731-0531

* In addition, you can also purchase a 10,000 won ticket that will get you into Changdeokgung Palace (including the Huwon Garden), Changgyeonggung Palace, Gyeongbokgung Palace, Deoksugung Palace and the Jongmyo Shrine. Good for up to a month, these tickets can be purchased at each palace.
JOSEON ROYAL TOMBS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>Number of tombs</th>
<th>Names of tombs</th>
<th>Tel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In Seoul</td>
<td>Seongjeongneung</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Seolleung, Jeongneung</td>
<td>02-568-1291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heunilleung</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Heulleung, Illeung</td>
<td>02-445-0347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taegangneung</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Taereung, Gangneung</td>
<td>02-972-0370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jeongneung</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Jeongneung</td>
<td>02-914-5133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uireung</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Uireung</td>
<td>02-964-0579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East of Seoul</td>
<td>Donggureung</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Geonwolleung, Hyeolleung, Mongneung, Hwireung, Sungneung, Hyereung, Wolleung, Gyeongneung, Sureung</td>
<td>031-563-2909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hongyureung</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hongneung, Yureung</td>
<td>031-591-7043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gwangneung</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Gwangneung</td>
<td>031-527-7105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sareung</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sareung</td>
<td>031-573-8124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yeongnyeongneung</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yeongneung (of King Sejong), Yeongneung (of King Hyojong)</td>
<td>031-885-3123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jangneung (Yeongwol)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Jangneung</td>
<td>033-370-2619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West of Seoul</td>
<td>Seo-oreung</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Changneung, Gyeongneung, Myeongneung, Ingneung, Hongneung</td>
<td>02-359-0090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seosamneung</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Huireung, Hyoreung, Yereung</td>
<td>031-962-6009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Olleung</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Olleung</td>
<td>031-855-5228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samneung</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Gongneung, Sulleung, Yeongneung</td>
<td>031-941-4208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jangneung (Paju)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Jangneung (of King Injo)</td>
<td>031-945-9242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jangneung (Gimpo)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Jangneung (of King Wonjong)</td>
<td>031-984-2897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yunggeolleung</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yungneung, Geolleung</td>
<td>031-222-0142</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hours: 9 am to 6 pm (Feb to May, Sep, and Oct), 9 am to 6:30 pm (Jun to Aug), 9 am to 5:30 pm (Nov to Jan). Jangneung (Gimpo), Seo-oreung, Jeongneung, and Donggureung opens earlier at 6 am (Feb to Oct) or 6:30 pm (Nov to Jan). Seonjeongneung opens 6 am to 9 pm (Mar to Oct) or 6:30 am to 9 pm (Nov to Feb). Ticket sales stop one hour to closing. Closed Mondays.

Admission: 1,000 won

Website: royaltombs.cha.go.kr
MORE ABOUT THE JOSEON DYNASTY


• Lee, Byeon-gyu (2008) *Visits to the Kings: Guidebook of Royal Tombs of the Joseon Dynasty*. Geo marketing.


The content of this book has been compiled, edited, and supplemented by Robert Koehler from the following articles published in:

**Koreana Vol. 22, No. 3, Autumn 2008**
- “Masterpiece of Historical Records” by Park Hong-gab
- “Dedicated Efforts to Preserve the Annals of the Joseon Dynasty” by Shin Byung-ju
- “Annals of the Joseon Dynasty Brought to Life by the Digital Era” by Shin Myung-ho

**Koreana Vol. 23, No. 1, Spring 2009**
- “Enduring Splendor of Joseon Royal Tombs” by Lee Chang-Hwan
- “Royal Tombs Exemplify the Joseon Era’s Resplendent Culture” by Kim Lena
- “The Wisdom and Philosophy of the Joseon Royal Tombs” by Han Sung-hee

**Koreana Vol. 24, No. 4, Winter 2010**
- “Gyeongbokgung: The Primary Joseon Palace” by Jang Jiyeon
- “Gyeongbokgung Palace Restoration: A 20-year First Phase” by Lee Kwang-Pyo
- “A Tour of Gyeongbokgung Palace” by Charles La Shure
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The Joseon dynasty ruled Korea for over half a millennium, bequeathing to Korea a considerable cultural heritage. This book will examine three of the better-known areas of Joseon cultural heritage: royal palaces, royal tombs, and the *Annals of the Joseon Dynasty*. Standing in the heart of Seoul, the five royal palaces are more than just buildings; they are architectural expressions of Joseon society and its ruling philosophy. The royal tombs—forty final resting places of Joseon kings and queens—are unique in their completeness. Finally, the *Annals of the Joseon Dynasty* are unequalled in their richness as a source of historical and cultural information about Korean history. Each of these treasures, deeply imbued with Joseon’s Confucian culture, reveals unique aspects about the kingdom and its legacy.